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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, 1 
1 Supreme Court No. 35568 
Petitioner-Appellant, 1 
1 
VS. 1 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Respondent, 1 
CLERK'S RECORD 
Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock. 
Before HONORABLE Ronald E. Bush, District Judge. 
For Appellant: 
Molly Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
For Respondent: 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
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Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2002-0005290-PC Current Judge: Ronald E Bush 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
User: DCANO 
-- 
1 111 212002 LOCT 
NEWC 
PETN 
MOTN 
MOTN 
AFFD 
12/13/2002 MOTN 
1211 912002 ANSW 
1213012002 RESP 
211 312003 DPWO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
PAULA 
JDMT PAULA 
CSTS PAULA 
311 212003 APSC CAMILLE 
MISC 
MI SC 
MI SC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Supreme Court Appeal; Clerk's Office William H. Woodland 
New Case Filed William H. Woodland 
Filing: 9SPC - Post Conviction Relief Filing Paid William H. Woodland 
by: jvseph newman Receipt number: 0343768 
Dated: 1111412002 Amount: $.00 (Cash) 
Petition for Post Conviction Relief (Joseph William H. Woodland 
Newman, Petitioner, Pro-se) on CRFE98-00494A; 
Motion to Proceed in Forma Pauperis and William H. Woodland 
Supporting Affidavit (J. Newman); 
Motion for Apptmt of Counsel (J. Newman) William H. Woodland 
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Apptmt of William H. Woodland 
Counsel (J. Newman) 
Motion to Dismiss (Bill Bird, for State of Idaho); William H. Woodland 
Answer to Petition for Post Conviction Relief William H. Woodland 
(William Bird, for State of Idaho); 
Response to Motion to Dismiss (Joseph C. William H. Woodland 
Newman, pro-se); 
Disposition Without Trial Or Hearing - Decision & William H. Woodland 
Order Denying Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
IS J. Woodland 2/5/03 (Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief - DENIED; Motn for 
Appointment of Counsel also DENIED at this 
time); 
Judgment William H. Woodland 
Case Status Changed: : closed William H. Woodland 
Appealed To The Supreme Court, NOTICE OF William H. Woodland 
APPEAL, INDIGENT, NO FEES, CLERKS REC 
& REP TRNSCRPT ARE REQ.: THIS APPEAL 
WAS FILED ON 3-12-03 AND SENT UP TO J 
WOODLANDS OFFICE ON 3-14-03 1 RECEIVED 
IT BACK ON MY DESK ON 6-9-03, THEN I 
MAILED IT OUT TO SUP CRT AND STATE PD: 
MOTION AND AFFDT IN SUPPORT FOR William H. Woodland 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL, 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR William H. Woodland 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL, 6-12-03 
CLERKS RECORD DUE DATE RESET - MUST William H. Woodland 
BE FILED BY 8-15-03 
CLERKS CERT LODGED, 6-20-03 William H. Woodland 
CLERKS CERT LODGED, FILED: 6-30-03 William H. Woodland 
CLERKS RECORD LODGED, 7-16-03 William H. Woodland 
CLERKS REC MAILED TO COUNSEL ON William H. Woodland 
7-1 6-03 
CLERKS REC MAILED OUT TO SUP CRT ON William H. Woodland 
8-1 8-03 
Date: 1 11512008 
Time: I I :09 AM 
District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
User: DCANO 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CV-2002-0005290-PC Current Judge: Ronald E Bush 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
3/12/2003 MlSC CAMILLE ORDER DENYING MOTIN FOR APPOINTED William H. Woodland 
COUNSEL AND SUMMARILY DISMISSING 
POST CONVICTION RELIEF ACTION, 
VACATED, AND CASE REMANDED: 7-23-04 
8/23/2004 MOTN PAULA Motion for Amendment of Post-Conviction William H. Woodland 
(Joseph C. Newman, Petitioner); 
REMT CAMILLE Remittitur William H. Woodland 
REOP PAULA Reopen (case Previously Closed) Ronald E Bush 
1 1/5/2004 ORDR PAULA Order Appiointing Counsel, Permitting Proceeding Ronald E Bush 
in forma pauperis and Granting Motion to Amend 
and Notice of lntent to Dismiss (Court intends to 
dism Newman's Petition & Newman shall have 20 
days from this decision to respond to Court's 
intention to dismiss; If newman fails to respond or 
if response fails to convince Court he has 
properly alleged grounds for post conv relief, the 
Court shall enter an order dismissing his petition); 
1 1/23/2004 MOTN PAULA 
11/24/2004 ORDR PAULA 
12/23/2004 MOTN PAULA 
1212712004 ORDR PAULA 
111 912005 MOTN KARLA 
2/27/2005 MOTN KARLA 
4/22/2005 ORDR KARLA 
511 212005 ORDR KARLA 
Motion to Extend Deadline (Don Marler, for Ronald E Bush 
Petitioner); 
Min Ent & Order 1s J. Bush (Petitioner's cnsl Ronald E Bush 
granted addt'l30 dys to comply with Court's Notc 
of lntent to Dismiss Petitioner's Petition. Marler 
has until 12-27-2004 to respond to notice of lntent 
to Dismiss; 
Second Motion to Extend Deadline (Don Marler, Ronald E Bush 
for Petitioner);200415660 
Min Ent & Order Is J. Bush (Court Granted Ronald E Bush 
Petitioner's cnsl, Mr. Marler, addt'l30 dys to 
comply wlcourt's Notc of lntent to Dism Petition 
[urrtil 1-27-2005]); 
Motion for Hearing Transcipts (Don Marler, for Ronald E Bush 
Petitioner) 
Motion for Additional Hearing Tape Recording Ronald E Bush 
(Marler-Petitioner) 
Min Ent & Ord (Pet's Post Conv Relieft Petition Ronald E Bush 
Amendment no longer under advisement; Crt will 
determine if record of hrgs Pet requested still 
available to be transcribed and whether Pet still 
requires reparation of transcripts before he 
responds to Crt's Notice of lntent to Dismiss Pet 
for Post Conv Relief) 1s J Bush 04/22/05 
Min Ent & Ord (Crt GRANTS Pet's motion for Hrg Ronald E Bush 
Transcripts in part; Crt only able to locate one 
hearing on Nov 16, 1998 not two; unable to locate 
hrg on Nov 9, 1998; Sherrill to produce transcript 
of hrg on Nov 16, 1998 before Judge Woodland) 
IS J Bush 05/12/05 
3/4/2005 MOTN PAULA Addt'l Motn for Hearing Transcripts (Don Marler, Ronald E Bush 
for Petitioner); 
uate: I 1/5/2008 
Time: 1 1 :09 AM 
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Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2002-0005290-PC Current Judge: Ronald E Bush 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: DCANO 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
111 712006 ORDR KARLA 
211 012006 NOTC KARLA 
311 312006 INHD KARLA 
Date Code User Judge 
1011 112005 INHD KARLA Min Ent & Ord (Pet counsel updated Crt to status Ronald E Bush 
of case; Counsel requested copies of tapes of 
hrgs on Nov 16, 1998; Crt grants request; copies 
to be provided to counsel; counsel to have until 
10/31/05 to review; Further proceedings set) J 
Bush 1011 3/05 
1 1/4/2005 MOTN KARLA Third Motion to Extend Deadline (Don Marler for Ronald E Bush 
Petitioner) 
1 1/7/2005 INHD KARLA Min Ent & Ord-Pet Motion to Extend Deadline Ronald E Bush 
GRANTED; audio tape recording to be provided 
to counsel for Pet by Nov 15,2005; Pet to 
Respond to Crt's Notice to Dismiss by January 9, 
2006; Is J Bush 11/08/05 
Order-Copy of audio tape recording of hearing on Ronald E Bush 
11/09/98 involving case numbers CR-98-00493 
AND CR-98-00494 shall be provided to counsel 
for Petitioner by 02/24/06; Further Proceeds set; 
IS J Bush 01/13/06 
Notice Concerning Copy of Tape of Hearing Ronald E Bush 
(Sherrill Grimmett) 
Min Ent & Ord-Court transcriber unable to find Ronald E Bush 
recording of hearing on 11/09/98; Counsel 
request to submit affidavit of Pet; Counsel to have 
until 04/13/06 to submit affidavit; Is J Bush 
0311 4/06 
4/4/2006 AFFD KARLA Affidavit of Joseph Newman Ronald E Bush 
411 912006 ORDR KARLA Order-Court takes matter under advisement 1s J Ronald E Bush 
Bush 04/19/06 
711 112006 ORDR BRANDY Minute entry and order; court will hold evidentiary Ronald E Bush 
hearing; transcript will be prepared; J Bush 
7-1 1-06 
9/6/2007 HRSC KARLA Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary Hearing Ronald E Bush 
10/30/2007 09:OO AM) 
CSTS KARLA Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Ronald E Bush 
action 
1 211 412007 CONT KARLA Continued (Evidentiary Hearing 02/20/2008 Ronald E Bush 
02:OO PM) 
1 11 712008 MOTN CAMILLE Motion to release from prison and Transport to Ronald E Bush 
Hearing; aty Don Marler for Petitioner 
1 /30/2008 ORDR KARLA Order to Transport Pet for hearing 1s J Bush Ronald E Bush 
01/25/08 
!/I 912008 MOTN KARLA Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing (Marler for Ronald E Bush 
Pet) 
AFFD KARLA Affidavit of Joseph Newman (Marler for Pet) Ronald E Bush 
MOTN KARLA Motion for Court to Take Judicial Notice (Marler Ronald E Bush 
for Pet) 
/20/2008 HRHD KARLA Hearing result for Evidentiary Hearing held on Ronald E Bush 
02/20/2008 02:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Date: 1 1/5/2008 
Time: 1 1 :09 AM 
Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
Page 4 of 4 Case: CV-2002-0005290-PC Current Judge: Ronald E Bush 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Joseph Craig Newman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code 
ORDR 
CSTS 
APSC 
MI SC 
MI SC 
MlSC 
MlSC 
MISC 
MISC 
MlSC 
MISC 
MISC 
MlSC 
User 
KARLA 
KARLA 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
User: DCANO 
Judge 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Pet for Post Ronald E Bush 
Conviction Relief; Court DENIES Petitioner's 
request to vacate sentence and judgment of 
conviction; Court DENIES Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief in regards to all 3 issues 
presented; Is J Bush 07/08/08 
Case Status Changed: closed Ronald E Bush 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Ronald E Bush 
NOTICE OF APPEAL; Don T. Marler, Atty for Dfdt Ronald E Bush 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND MOTION FOR Ronald E Bush 
APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WTHDRAW Ronald E Bush 
AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER; s/J. Bush on 7-28-08 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; signed on Ronald E Bush 
8-4-08. Mailed to SC and Counsel on 8-4-08. 
IDAHO SUPREME C0URT;Notice of Appeal Ronald E Bush 
recieved on 8-6-08. Docket # 35568. Clerk's 
Record and Reporter's Transcript must be filed 
before 1 0-9-08. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Filing of Clerk's Ronald E Bush 
Certificate received in SC on 8-1 1-08. 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT received in Court Ronald E Bush 
Records on 9-4-08. Evidentiary Hearing held 
2-20-08 and Evidentiary Hearing held 2-21-08. 
2nd AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL; Molly J. Ronald E Bush 
Huskey, State PD. 
2ND AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF Ronald E Bush 
APPEAL; signed and Mailed to SC and Counsel 
on 10-6-08. 
CLERK'S RECORD received in Court Records on Stephen S Dunn 
1 1-5-08. 
Inmate name T Z ~  && 
IDOC No. 3 ~ 8  I 7 
-- 
~ d d r e s s l c - I  -0 - /~OJA,-T,L P, dL%3 
" .  
/31L01'-lIYb J ! I .  g35-vY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE st X f i  JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ,&L,J~~ k 
~ 0 5  C L d  ; ./c/w,d > I  
) Case No. C v- ~ o o r  .. .- - ~ 2  yo f C 
Plaintiff, 
1 MOTION FOR 
v ~ .  1 nned , , r  Or 
Defendant. 1 
) 
COMES NOW, - C. /I/CUUW , PlaintiffDefendant in the ilistant action, and 
/ 
pursuant to LC / LQJ , moves this Honi.rable Court for 
its Order: 
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION 
OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 1 
205- F / D  75- g c r r c  L ~ O O  
- 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff/ Defendant, ss wA L. dew+ , respecthlly 
. . 
prays this Honorable Court to #, L, 3 0, , , , C ~c Tr T ~ O /  
/ 
J N L  L u J c  / / J ~ C F  CLSS ( 5  7<dr/ 4 IJ)IJSCC: 
P#-#L 7 - 1 n d  
C T J  IW n ; ~  I S  e 
or grant such other and 
further relief, as the Court deems appropriate. 
P- 
Respectfully submitted this +LO day of -u5r , 2 0 0 3  
P ain l~efendant w / 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the &, day of - ,h~+~r , 2 0 a ,  1 
mailed a true and correct copy of the MOTION FOR A I. C H J - ~ ~  o f 7 
do #-'c/ ,'cTf ~d via the U.S. mail system to: 
P inti Defendant  
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORI??CTION 
OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDIC 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN 
Register #CV-02-5290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL, 
) PERMITTING PROCEEDING IN 
-vs- 1 FORMA PA UPERlS AND 
1 GRANTING MOTION TO AMEND 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
1 DISMISS 
Respondent. ) 
Having reviewed Petitioner JOSEPH NEWMAN'S Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief, Motion for Amendment of Post-Conviction [Petition], Motion to Proceed In Forma 
Pauperis and Supporting Affidavit, Motion for Appointment of Counsel and Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel filed in the above-entitled action, the Court 
hereby grants the Motion for Amendment, Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and 
Motion for Appointment of Counsel. At the same time, however, the Court hereby gives 
notice to the Petitioner that, within 20 days of the issuance of this Notice and Order, the 
Court will dismiss his Petition for Post-Conviction Relief unless he convinces the Court that 
he has alleged cognizable post-conviction claims and presented sufficient evidence to 
warrant an evidentiary hearing. 
BACKGROUND 
Newman was charged with the crime of Injury to Child, in violation of I.C. 5 18- 
1501, for willhlly causing or permitting Miranda Johns to be injured, under circumstances 
likely to produce great bodily harm or death, while in Newman's care. Prosecuting 
Attorney's Information, p. 1. Newrnan was also charged with being a Persistent Violator, in 
NOTICE AND ORDER-1 
Register #CV-02-5290-PC 
3 
violation of I.C. 6 1 9-25 1 4. Prosecuting Attorney 's Information Part II, p. 1 . On March 1 , 
1999, Newrnan was convicted by a;ury of Injury to a Child and, thereafter, Newrnan pled 
guilty to the Persistent Violator enhancement. Minute Entry & Order, filed March 4, 1999, 
p. 5. District Judge William Woodland sentenced Newman to a unified term of life 
imprisonment, with 25 years fixed, on May 19, 1999. Minute Entry & Order, filed May 28, 
1999, p. 2. On July 1, 1999, Newman appealed his conviction and sentence. Notice of 
Appeal, filed July 1, 1999, pp. l ,3 .  Newrnan filed an Idaho Criminal Rule 35 Motion for 
Reduction of Sentence on September 13,1999, which was denied by Judge Woodland on 
October 18, 1999. Rule 35 Motion, p. 1 and Minute Entry & Order, filed October 20, 1999, 
p. 1. On November 19, 1 999, Newman appealed the denial of his Motion for Reduction of 
Sentence. Notice of Appeal, filed November 19, 1999, pp. 1,3. On April 16,2002, the 
Idaho Court of Appeals issued an unpublished decision affirming the conviction, sentence 
and denial of the Rule 35 Motion. State v. Newman, Docket No. 25681 (Ct.App. April 16, 
2002), p. 1. 
On November 12,2002, Newrnan filed a Petition for Post Conviction Relief, a 
Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and Supporting Affidavit, a Motion for Appointment 
of Counsel and an Affidavit in Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel, requesting 
that Judge Woodland appoint him counsel, allow him to proceed with post-conviction relief 
without the payment of fees, vacate his conviction and sentence and issue a judgment of 
acquittal. Petitionfor Post Conviction Relief ("Petition"), pp. 1,3; Motion to Proceed In 
Forma Pauperis and Supporting Afldavit, p. 1 ; Motion for Appointment of Counsel, p. 1 ; 
Afidavit in Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel, p. 1. Newman asserted 
numerous grounds for post-conviction relief, which can be grouped as claims of ineffective 
NOTICE AND ORDER-2 
Register #CV-02-5290-PC 
assistance by counsel, Thomas Eckert ("~ckert"), and-newly discovered evidence. With 
regard to ineffective assistance of counsel, Newman asserted the following claims: (1) 
counsel was ineffective in failing to file a motion to disqualify Judge Woodland after Judge 
Woodland allegedly told Newman, during a hearing on a prior criminal matter, that 
Newrnan would be given a maximum sentence if Newman ever appeared before Woodland 
on a criminal matter again; (2) counsel was ineffective in failing to hire a pathologist to 
review the State's evidence; (3) counsel was ineffective in failing to file a motion for a new 
trial; (4) counsel was ineffective in failing to file Kimberly Newsom's affidavit, which 
Newman claims would have impeached the credibility of Susan Lackey, one of the State's 
witnesses; and (5) counsel was ineffective in failing to contact Newman regarding his appeal 
and other post-conviction matters.' Petition, pp. 2-3; Ground for Post-Conviction 
Continuation ("Continuation"), p. 1. 
With regard to the newly discovered evidence, Newrnan claims, first, that the 
testimony provided by Terry Hanson at Newrnan's sentencing hearing "would prove alot 
[sic] of the statements by the States [sic] witnesses, Angela Barclay, Carmelita Shaw and 
Charles Garrison." Continuation, p 1'2. Second, Newrnan alleges that there are 
contradictions in the trial testimony of John Knapp ("Knapp"), the paramedic who attended 
to the victim. Continuation, p. 2. 
The State answered Newman's Petition and filed a Motion to Dismiss on December 
13,2002. The State addressed most of Newrnan's claims in its Motion to Dismiss. First, 
I Newman's third and fourth claims are actually one claim spilt into two portions. Newman's claims 
are linked together in Exhibit B to his Petition, an alleged letter from Newman to Eckert, in which Newrnan 
asks, "[wlhy haven't you filed for a new trial with the evidence you have been given by Kim Newman." 
Because it appears, when considering the Petition as a whole, that claims three and four are not independent 
claims, the Court will consider them together as one claim. 
NOTICE AND ORDER-3 
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the State argued that Newman's claim of ineffective assistance for failure to file a motion to 
disqualify Judge Woodland was conclusory and not supported by evidence because 
Newman did not provide any evidence, other than his own assertion, that he requested that 
Eckert move to disqualify Judge Woodland. Motion to Dismiss, p. 7 .  Further, the State 
argued that Newman has failed to offer evidence supporting his assertion that he was "red- 
flagged from the start" and that a number of other judges were "by-passed" so that Judge 
Woodland would be assigned to preside over Newman's injury to a child prosecution. Id. 
Second, the State asserted that, contrary to Newman's claims, Eckert moved to have 
the trial court appoint an independent pathologist and the court granted that request. Id. at 6, 
10-1 1. Third, the State argued that Newman's claim, that the trial testimony of paramedic 
Knapp was inconsistent, is not a claim of newly discovered evidence, because any alleged 
contradiction in the testimony was known or could have been known at the time of trial, and 
is an issue that could have been, but was not, raised on appeal, such that a post-conviction 
claim as to that issue is procedurally barred. Id at 8-9. 
Fourth, the State argued t!m Newman's claim concerning the testimony of Hanson, 
that Hanson's testimony would prove the tmth of the statements of other witnesses, is not 
evidence "not previously presented and heard" within the meaning of I.C. 5 19-4901 (a) (4) 
because the evidence was heard at the sentencing hearing. Id at 9. Further, the State argues 
that a review of Hanson's testimony demonstrates that Hanson's testimony is not material to 
Newman's guilt or innocence. Id.at 10. The State characterizes Hanson's testimony as 
stating that he was an acquaintance of the mother of Miranda Johns, Carmelita Shaw, he did 
not know Newman, he had seen bruises on the victim some five months before her death, he 
did not know how that bruising occurred and that he was testifying at Newman's sentencing 
NOTICE AND ORDER4 
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because his attorney, also Eckert, thought that he should have an opportunity to state his 
opinion about the Newrnan case, i. e., that someone other than Newman should be 
accountable for the child's death because authorities failed to remove the child from her 
mother's home despite the knowledge that drug activity was occurring within the home. Id. 
Fifth, and finally, the State asserted that Eckert would address Newman's claims 
about the failure to file a motion for a new trial and the failure to use the Kimberly Newrnan 
aflidavit to impeach the testimony of Susan Lackey at an evidentiary hearing. 
On February 5,2003, Judge Woodland issued a decision and order denying 
Newman's Petition and Motion for Appointment of Counsel, and implicitly denying 
Newman's Motion to Proceed In ';orma Pauperis. Decision and Order Denying Petition 
for Post-Conviction Relief("Decisi0n and Ordery'), pp. 1,3. First, Judge Woodland said that 
Newman failed to comply with I.C. 5 3 1-3220A, the statute governing actions by prisoners 
without the payment of fees, because Newman had funds in his inmate account during the 
12 months preceding his motion. Id at 2. Second, Judge Woodland stated that Newman's 
Petition would be dismissed because he failed to allege material facts that would support his 
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel, i.e., Newman had not alleged facts indicating a 
deficient performance by Eckert and, even if the Court assumed such deficiency, the 
deficiencies did not affect the outcome of the trial. Id at 3. Third, because he was denying 
the Petition, Judge Woodland also denied the request for appointed counsel. Id 
Newman appealed Judge Woodland's decision and order denying post-conviction 
relief. On July 2 1,2004, the Court of Appeals issued a unpublished decision, which became 
final on August 12,2004, vacating Judge Woodland's order and remanding the case to 
district court for further proceedings. Newman v. State, Docket No. 29727 (Ct.App. July 21, 
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2004), pp. l ,4 .  The court framed the issues before it as whether the court erred in 
dismissing Newman's petition without giving sufficient notice of the reasons for dismissal 
and in denying his request for appointed counsel. Id. at 1. The court noted that our 
Supreme Court in Brown v. State, 135 Idaho 676,23 P.3d 138 (2001), held that, pursuant to 
I.C. $8 19-852 and 19-4904, a post-conviction petitioner is entitled to appointed counsel 
unless the trial court determines that the petition is frivolous. Id at 2-3. In this case, the 
court noted that Judge Woodland, in his decision and order denying Newman's petition, did 
not consider whether Newman's petition was "fiivolous, as distinguished from merely 
inadequate to allege all elements 01 to present prima facie proof of a claim." Id. at 4. The 
court then said that, "Newrnan had alleged at least some claims which possibly could be 
developed and supported with the assistance of counsel to present a viable basis for relief." 
Id The court then vacated Judge Woodland's decision and order because it was error to 
deny the motion to appoint counsel without first giving Newrnan notice of the deficiencies 
of his petition and affording him the opportunity to cure those deficiencies. Id. 
On August 23,2004, Newrnan filed a Motion for Amendment of Post-Conviction 
[Petition], requesting that this Court (1) permit him to amend his petition to include a claim 
of ineffective assistance of counsel for counsel's failure "to assert that the state violated due 
process by proceeding with inconsistent theories," (2) permit him to amend his petition to 
th th include a claim of Yth, 6 , 8  and 1 4 ~  Amendment violations" and (3) to take judicial 
notice of the Karlene Newsom case. Motion for Amendment of Post-Conviction, pp. 1-2. 
To date, the State has not responded to Newman's motion to amend. 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A petition for post conviction relief is governed by the Uniform Post-Conviction 
Procedure Act ("UPCPA), I.C. 19-4901, et seq. Such a petition initiates a proceeding 
that is civil in nature. State v. Gilpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho 76,79,57 P.3d 787,790 (2002); 
State v. LePage, 138 Idaho 803,806,69 P.3d 1064, 1067 (Ct.App. 2003). Under I.C. 5 
19-4901 (a), a person who is convicted of or sentenced for a crime may institute a 
proceeding to secure relief based rtn a claim that the conviction was in violation of the 
state or federal constitutions or the laws of Idaho, or that "there exists evidence of 
material facts, not previously presented and heard, that requires the vacation of the 
conviction or sentence in the interests of justice," among other grounds. 
However, pursuant to I.C. 19-4901 (b), a petition for post-conviction relief is 
not a substitute for appeal. A petitioner is not allowed to raise any issue that could have 
been raised on a direct appeal, but was not so raised, unless those issues were not known 
and could not have reasonably been known at the time of the appeal. Raudebaugh v. 
State, 135 Idaho 602,603,2 1 P.3d 924,925 (200 1). Similarly, a post-conviction 
petitioner may not relitigate the same issues that were already presented in a direct 
appeal. GiZpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho at 81,57 P.3d at 792. 
I.C. 5 19-4903 requires that a petitioner state and identifl in his application for 
post-conviction relief (1) the grounds upon which the application is based, (2) the specific 
relief requested, (3) all previous proceedings in the case and (4) the facts that are within 
the personal knowledge of the petitioner. Further, that section also requires that a 
petitioner attach to the application affidavits, records and other evidence supporting his 
allegations, or recite why such evi lence is not attached. I.C. $ 19-4903 has been 
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interpreted to require that an application "must present or be accompanied by admissible 
evidence supporting its allegations, or the application shall be subject to dismissal," i. e., 
the application must contain more facts than the "short and plain statement of the claim" 
that is required of the usual civil complaint by IRCP 8 (a) (1). Goodwin v. State, 138 
Idaho 269,271-272,61 P.2d 626,628-629 (Ct.App. 2003). 
I.C. tj 19-4906 governs the pleadings and judgments on the pleadings in a post- 
conviction relief action. I.C. $ 19-4906 (b) permits a court to dismiss the action if the 
court is satisfied based on the record that the petitioner is not entitled to relief and no 
purpose would be served by any further proceedings. That section also requires that the 
court, as a prerequisite to dismissal, give the petitioner notice of intent to dismiss and 
provides twenty days during which the petitioner may respond. The court may 
summarily dispose of the petition upon the motion of either of the parties when, based on 
the record, there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. I.C. tj 19-4906 (c). No notice of intent to dismiss is 
required for a summary disposition under this section. Saykhamchone v. State, 127 Idaho 
3 19,900 P.2d 275 (1 995). 
Summary dismissal under I.C. § 19-4906 (b) is the procedural equivalent of a 
motion for summary judgment. Rumirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 741 P.2d 374 (Ct. App. 
1987); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,873 P.2d 898 (Ct.App 1994). Thus, in 
determining whether to grant a motion to dismiss, a court must view the facts in a light 
most favorable to the petitioner and determine whether those facts would entitle the 
petitioner to relief if accepted as true. Ferrier v. State, 135 Idaho 797,798,25 P.3d 110, 
1 1 1 (200 1); Goodwin, 138 Idaho at 272,6 1 P.2d at 629; LePage, 13 8 Idaho at 806,69 
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P.3d at 1067. If the court finds thal the accepted facts entitle the petitioner to relief, the 
court must conduct an evidentiary hearing. LePage, 138 Idaho at 806-806,69 P.3d at 
1067-1 068. 
Summary dismissal of an application may be appropriate, even if the State does 
not controvert the petitioner's facts, because "the court is not required to accept either the 
applicant's mere conclusory allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or the 
applicant's conclusions of law." Goohuin, 138 Idaho at 272,61 P.2d at 629; LePage, 
138 Idaho at 807, 69 P.3d at 1068. Further, a petition is "subject to summary dismissal if 
the petitioner has not presented evidence establishing a prima facie case as to each 
element of the claims upon which the applicant bears the burden of proof." Raudebaugh 
v. State, 135 Idaho 602,604,2 1 P.2d 924,926 (2001). 
A petitioner's claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is governed by the 
Strickland test, such that the petitioner must demonstrate that counsel's performance was 
deficient and that the deficiency was prejudicial. Milburn v. State, 135 Idaho 70 1, 706, 
23 P.3d 775, 781 (Ct.App. 2000) (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687, 
104 S.Ct 2052,2064,80 L.Ed.2d 674,693 (1984). See also, Gilpin-Grub, 138 Idaho at 
81, 57 P.3d at 792. "A demonstraiion of deficient performance requires that the 
applicant's evidence overcome a strong presumption that trial counsel's performance fell 
within the wide range of reasonable professional assistance." Milburn, 138 Idaho at 706, 
23 P.3d at 780. To demonstrate prejudice, the applicant must show that there is a 
reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the outcome of trial 
would have been different. Gilpin-Grub, 138 Idaho at 81, 57 P.3d at 792. When a 
petitioner asserts claims of ineffective assistance of counsel, such claims "will survive a 
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motion for summary dismissal if the petitioner establishes: (1) a material issue of fact 
exists as to whether counsel's performance was deficient; and (2) a material issue of fact 
exists as to whether the deficiency prejudiced petitioner's case." Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho 
at 604,21 P.3d at 926; Gilpin-Grub, 138 Idaho at 81, 57 P.3d at 792. 
The trial court has discretion to order that the costs of a post-conviction 
proceeding be paid for by the county. I.C. 5 19-4904. However, pursuant to Brown v. 
State, 135 Idaho 676,23 P.3d 138 (2001) and Newman v. State, Docket No. 29727 (Ct.App. 
July 21,2004), both I.C. $5 19-852 and 19-4904 govern the appointment of counsel, such 
that a post-conviction petitioner is not entitled to appointed counsel if the trial court 
determines that the petition is frivolous, i.e., the proceedings on the petition for post- 
conviction relief are not proceedings that a reasonable person with adequate resources 
would be willing to bring at his own expense (I.C. 9 19-852 (b) (3)). 
ANALYSIS AND HOLDING 
Because the Court of Appeals vacated Judge Woodland's decision and order on 
Newman's petition and motions in its entirety, the Court will revisit all the issues raised by 
Newman's petition and motions. 
I. NEWMAN MAY PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS. 
Judge Woodland denied Newman's Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis because, 
at the time of Newman's motion, I.C. $ 3 1-3220A (1) (b) defined an indigent prisoner as one 
who "has had no h d s  in his inmate account for the twelve months preceding the filing of 
the action" and Newrnan had a total of $657.88 deposited in his inmate account in the 12 
months preceding the filing of his petition. Decision and Order, p. 2. However, the version 
of I.C. 5 3 1-3220A currently in effect specifically exempts post-conviction proceedings 
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from its requirements, such that the waiver of costs associated with post-conviction 
proceedings is governed solely by I.C. 8 19-4904, which vests the trial court with discretion 
to waive court costs and allow a prisoner to proceed in forma pauperis. In the exercise of its 
discretion, the Court GRANTS Newman's Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and 
hereby ORDERS Bannock County to waive the filing fee and other related court costs 
associated with Newman's post-conviction proceedings before this Court. 
11. COUNSEL SHALL BE APPOINTED TO REPRESENT NEWMAN 
DURING THE POST-CONVICTION PROCEEDINGS. 
Pursuant to I.C. $$ 19-852 and 19-4904, a post-conviction petitioner is entitled to 
appointed counsel unless the trial court determines that the petition is frivolous, i. e., the 
proceedings on the petition for post-conviction relief are not proceedings that a reasonable 
person with adequate resources would be willing to bring at his own expense. Brown, 135 
Idaho 676,23 P.3d 138 (2001); Newman, Docket No. 29727 (Ct.App. July 21,2004). In 
this case, Newman has alleged a number of grounds for post-conviction relief. As the 
discussion below indicates, a number of his claims are frivolous. However, at least two of 
Newman's claims, and possibly more, are not frivolous, e.g., ineffective assistance for 
failure to seek to disqualifl Judge Woodland and ineffective assistance for failure to file a 
motion for a new trial. Although the Court will be dismissing these claims along with the 
others because Newman either fails to provide sufEcient evidentiary support or fails to show 
deficient performance by counsel and prejudice following therefrom, the Court finds that, if 
Newman is able to cure the deficiencies in his petition, then he has raised issues that a 
reasonable person of adequate means would be willing to proceed upon at his own expense 
and, therefore, these claims are not frivolous. 
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Therefore, pursuant to I.C. $$ 19-852 and 19-4904, the Court GRANTS Newman's 
Motion for Appointment of Counsel and hereby ORDERS that Newman be appointed 
counsel to represent him during the remainder of his post-conviction proceedings before this 
Court. The Court advises Newman and counsel that counsel is appointed for the purpose of 
advising and representing Newman with regard only to the non-frivolous claims asserted in 
his Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, which this Court has determined to be the ineffective 
assistance of counsel claims, and not the evidentiary claims, which the Court has determined 
are frivolous. 
111. NEWMAN MOTION FOR AMENDMENT OF POST-CONVICTION 
[PETITION1 IS GRANTED. 
Newman moved to amend his post-conviction petition to include two additional 
claims: ineffective assistance of counsel for counsel's failure to assert that the State violated 
Newman's due process rights by proceeding with inconsistent theories and violations of 
Newman's Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Proceedings on a 
petition post-conviction relief are civil in nature. State v. GiZpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho 76,79, 
57 P.3d 787,790 (2002); State v. LePage, 138 Idaho 803,806,69 P.3d 1064, 1067 
(Ct.App. 2003). As such, where procedure is not specifically governed by the UPCPA, 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("IRCP") govern procedure. IRCP 15 (a) governs 
amendments to pleadings and provides, in relevant part, that where the opposing party 
has filed a responsive pleading, "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of the 
court.. . and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires.. . ." The State has not 
responded to Newman's motion to amend. Permitting Newman to amend his pleading 
and assert additional claims for post-conviction relief does not appear likely to prejudice 
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the state and will advance the interests of justice. Therefore, Newman's Motion to 
Amend Post-Conviction is GRANTED. 
IV. NEWMAN'S PETITION WILL BE SUMMARILY DISMISSED UNLESS 
NEWMAN IS ABLE TO ESTABLISH A GENUINE ISSUE OF 
MATERIAL FACT AS TO A COGNIZABLE CLAIM FOR POST- 
CONVICTION RELIEF. 
As noted above, Newman alleged a number of claims for post-conviction relief. The 
Court finds, having reviewed those claims, the record in the above-entitled matter, the 
record of the criminal proceedings' In State v. Newman, CR-98-0494-FE, and the relevant 
law, that several of those claims are not actionable. Further, the Court finds that Newman, 
with respect to his remaining post-conviction claims, has failed to establish a genuine issue 
of material fact as to a cognizable ground for post-conviction relief Therefore, the Court 
announces its intention to dismiss the Newman's petition for post-conviction relief 
A. Newman's Claims of Newly Discovered Evidence Are Procedurally 
Barred. 
Newrnan appears to have asserted, without explicitly stating so, two claims that there 
exists evidence of material facts, not previously heard, that require the vacation of his 
conviction and sentence in the interests of justice. First, Newman claims that the testimony 
provided by Terry Hanson at Newman's sentencing hearing "would prove alot [sic] of the 
statements by the States [sic] witnesses, Angela Barclay, Carmelita Shaw and Charles 
Garrison." Continuation, p. 1'2. Newman's formulation of this claim shows that it is not 
"evidence of material facts, not previously heard" because the evidence was heard at the 
sentencing hearing. Further, Hanson's testimony was known to Newman at the time of the 
direct appeal of his conviction. A petitioner is not allowed to raise any issue that could 
have been raised on a direct appea! but was not so raised, unless those issues were not 
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known and could not have reasonably been known at the time of the appeal. Raudebaugh 
v. State, 135 Idaho 602,603,21 P.3d 924,925 (2001) (citing I.C. 9 19-4901 (b)). 
Newman knew of Hanson's testimony and could have raised a claim regarding that 
testimony during his appeal. A review of State v. Newman, Docket No. 25681 (Ct.App. 
April 16,2002), demonstrates that this issue was not raised before the Court of Appeals. 
Therefore, Newman's claim regarding the testimony of Hanson is dismissed. 
Second, Newman claims that there are contradictions in the trial testimony of 
Knapp, the paramedic who treated Miranda Johns. Continuation, p. 2. As was the case with 
his claim regarding Hanson's testimony, Newman's claim of contradictory testimony is a 
claim that was known at the time of Newman's direct appeal and could have been, but was 
not, raised in that appeal. Therefore, a claim regarding contradictions in the testimony of the 
Knapp is procedurally barred and is dismissed. 
The Court further finds that because Newman's claims regarding the testimony 
presented at trial and sentencing are procedurally barred, even assuming arguendo that those 
claims are true and would warrant the relief requested, post-conviction proceedings on such 
claims are not proceedings that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing 
to institute at his own expense and are, therefore, frivolous. 
B. Newman's Claims of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Are Conclusorv 
and Lack Sufficient Evidentiarv Support to Warrant an Evidentiary 
Hearing. 
Newman asserts four claims of ineffective assistance of counsel that are conclusory 
and lack sufficient evidentiary support to warrant an evidentiary hearing. First, Newman 
claims that counsel, Eckert, was ineffective in failing to file a motion to disqualifL Judge 
Woodland after Judge Woodland allegedly told Newman, during a hearing on a prior 
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criminal matter, that Newman would be given a maximum sentence if Newman ever 
appeared before Woodland on a cifminal matter again. This claim is conclusory and is not 
supported by competent evidence. Newman does not submit any evidence, other than his 
own claim, that Judge Woodland made any such statement. Similarly, Newman does not 
allege that Eckert was aware of Newman's allegation of bias. Further, Newman does not 
indicate any place in the record of the criminal proceedings where Judge Woodland acted on 
the alleged bias. A claim that counsel's assistance was ineffective because counsel failed to 
file a motion to disquali@ a judge that is not supported by a showing that the judge acted in 
a biased manner fails the prejudice prong of the Strickland test and is properly subject to 
summary dismissal. Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449 (Ct.App. 1994). Therefore, Newman's 
claim of ineffective assistance of counsel with regard to counsel's failure to file a motion to 
disqualify Judge Woodland will be dismissed. 
Second, Newman claims that counsel was ineffective in failing to hire a pathologist 
to review the State's evidence. However, the case file of the criminal proceedings indicates, 
as was noted by the State in its Motion to Dismiss, that Eckert filed a Motion for 
Appointment of Independent Pathologist, which was granted by Judge Woodland on 
October 20,1998. Motion for Appointment of Independent Pathologist, p. 1 and Minute 
Entry & Order filed October 2 1, 1998, p. 2. In addition, Newman has not proffered any 
evidence, other than his assertion that Eckert failed to hire a pathologist, that Eckert in fact 
did not retain the services of a pathologist after Judge Woodland issued the order. Thus, 
Newman has failed to show that Eckert's performance in this regard was deficient. Further, 
assuming the deficient performance Newman alleges, Newman has failed to indicate how he 
was prejudiced by such deficient performance. Thus, Newman has not asserted a 
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cognizable claim of ineffective assistance of counsel with regard to the alleged failure to 
hire a pathologist. 
Third, Newrnan alleges that counsel was ineffective in failing to file a motion for a 
new trial. He supports his allegation with documentary evidence: (1) a letter, dated May 24, 
1999, allegedly written by Eckert and sent to Newman indicating that Eckert would file a 
motion for a new trial on Newman's behalf and (2) a letter, dated August 30,2000, allegedly 
written by Newman and sent to Eckert, in which Newman asks why Eckert had not filed a 
motion for a new trial. A review of the criminal case file indicates that no motion for a new 
trial was filed. Thus, Newman has supported his allegation of the failure to file the motion 
for a new trial with evidence. 
However, Newman has failed to show how Eckert's failure to file the motion was 
either deficient performance or prejudicial because Newman has failed to demonstrate that 
there is a reasonable probability that the motion for a new trial would have been granted if it 
had been filed. In his Petition, Newman alleges that, "attorney failed to submit a affidavit 
fiom Kimberly Newman ("Kimberly") stating that the States [sic] witness Susan Lackey 
("Lackey") called her and made the following statement [sic] "that she was going to say and 
do whatever it took to keep the Defendant fiom getting his children." Petition, p. 3. Idaho 
Criminal Rule 34 and I.C. $ 19-2406 govern motions for a new trial in a criminal case and 
provide, in relevant part, that a new trial may be granted where, in the interests of justice, 
there is newly discovered evidence material to the defendant that, with reasonable diligence, 
could not have been discovered and produced at trial. Further, a motion for a new trial 
based on newly discovered evidence must satisfjl the four-pronged Drapeau test: (1) the 
evidence must be newly discovered and was not known at the time of trial; (2) the evidence 
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is material and not merely cumulative or impeaching; (3) that it probably would have 
produced an acquittal; and (4) the failure to discover the evidence was not due to a lack of 
diligence by the defendant. State v. Drapeau, 97 Idaho 685,691,551 P.2d 972,978 (1976); 
State v. Dopp, 129 Idaho 597,605,930 P.2d 1039, 1047 (Ct.App. 1996). 
Assuming that Newman's claim regarding Kimberly's affidavit should be 
considered as "newly discovered evidence," Newman's motion for a new trial, based on the 
information contained in Kimberly's affidavit, would fail the Drapeau test. First, Newman 
has made no showing that Kimberly's assertions about Lackey's statement was not known 
at the time of trial. Second, the evidentiary value of the information in Kimberly's &davit 
is for the impeachment of Lackey. Third, Newman has made no showing, and based on his 
submissions the Court cannot determine, that introduction of the information contained in 
Kimberly's affidavit would probably have produced an acquittal. 
Because Newman's motion for a new trial fails the Drapeau test, the Court finds it 
unlikely that his motion would have been granted if it had been filed. A finding that a 
motion counsel failed to file would probably not have been granted is generally 
determinative of both prongs of the Strickland test, i.e. "[ilf the motion lacked merit and 
would have been denied, counsel ordinarily would not be deficient for failing to pursue it, 
and, concomitantly, the petitioner could not have been prejudiced by the want of his 
pursuit." Sanchez v. State, 127 Idaho 709,713,905 P.2d 642,646 (Ct.App. 1995) (citing 
Huck v. State, 124 Idaho 1 55, 1 58,857 P.2d 634,637 (Ct.App. 1993). Therefore, because 
Newman has failed to establish either deficient performance by or prejudice resulting from 
any deficient performance in connection with the failure to file a motion for a new trial, 
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Newman has failed to alleged ineffective assistance-of counsel regarding Eckert's failure to 
file the motion and that claim is dismissed. 
Fourth, Newman alleges that counsel was ineffective in failing to contact him 
regarding an appeal or other post-conviction proceedings. However, Newman's allegation 
is conclusory, does not have evidentiary support and fails to identifL any prejudice he 
suffered by counsel's alleged failure to contact. Counsel's failure to have suficient contacts 
or communications with a criminal defendant-client does not constitute ineffective 
assistance where the defendant-client does not demonstrate prejudice from counsel's failure 
to sufficiently contact or communicate. See, Lake v. State, 126 Idaho 333,335-336,882 
P.2d 988,990-991 (Ct.App. 1994) Therefore, this claim of ineffective assistance is 
dismissed. 
Fifth, Newman alleges that counsel was ineffective because counsel failed to assert 
that the State violated Newman's due process rights by proceeding with inconsistent 
theories. Newman's allegation is conclusory and without evidentiary support because he 
does not indicate how the State proceeded with inconsistent theories and or how his due 
process rights were violated. A post-conviction petitioner who claims his rights were 
violated must specifically identifjr, in the post-conviction petition, the violations of his rights 
(show where in the record such a violation occurred and how it occurred), how counsel was 
deficient in dealing with the alleged rights violation and how counsel's alleged deficiency 
prejudiced the petitioner in order to alleged a cognizable post-conviction relief claim for 
ineffective assistance of counsel based on the failure to assert that the State violated the 
petitioner's rights in the underlying criminal proceedings. This Newman has not done. 
Therefore, this claim is dismissed. 
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Sixth, and finally, Newman alleges that his Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth 
Amendment rights were violated. However, Newman does not explain how these rights 
violations occurred, let alone provide evidence as to the violations or show how those 
violations constitute grounds for post-conviction relief pursuant to I.C. § 19-4901 (a). 
Rather, Newman makes an incomplete conclusory allegation without any evidentiary 
support. Such an allegation is not cognizable and is dismissed. 
V. NEWMAN HAS 20 DAYS TO RESPOND TO THE COURT'S INTENT 
TO DISMISS HIS PETITION. 
I.C. 8 19-4906 (b) provides that when a court intends to dismiss a petition for post- 
conviction relief because the court finds sua sponte that the petitioner is not entitled to relief, 
the court shall indicate to the parties its intent to dismiss, give reasons for so doing and shall 
give the petitioner 20 days in which to respond to the intent to dismiss. In this decision, the 
Court has indicated its intent to dismiss Newman's post-conviction relief petition and 
identified its reasons for doing so. If Newman does not respond within 20 days of the 
issuance of this decision and convince the Court not to dismiss his petition, the Court will 
enter an order of dismissal. If Newman intends to so respond, the Court advises Newman to 
address only those issues that are cognizable grounds for post-conviction relief and not to 
address those issues that are procedurally barred, i.e., address the ineffective assistance of 
counsel issues related to the disqualification of Judge Woodland, the hiring of the 
pathologist, the motion for a new trial, the insufficient communication after trial, the failure 
to object to inconsistent theories and the rights violations but do not address the 
inconsistency in the testimony of the paramedic or the testimony of Hanson. 
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CONCLUSION 
Newman's Motions to Proceed In Forma Pauperis, to Appoint Counsel and to 
Amend Post-Conviction [Petition] are granted. The Court intends to dismiss Newman's 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relit :because his claims are either procedurally barred or he 
fails to sufficiently allege cognizable claims for post-conviction relief and support those 
claims with evidence, such that he is not entitled to an evidentiary hearing. Newrnan shall 
have 20 days from the issuance of this decision and order to respond to the Court's intention 
to dismiss. If Newman fails to respond, or if his response fails to convince the Court that he 
has properly alleged cognizable grounds for post-conviction relief, the Court shall enter an 
order dismissing his petition. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 5" day of November, 2004. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the L? day of November, 2004'1 served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Joanne Edwards 
Trial Court Administrator's Office 
624 E. Center, Room 220 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Joseph Newrnan, ISCI # 3 5 8 1 7 
Hospital Drive North # 23 
Orofino, ID 83544 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( d ~ a n d  Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 7 Delivery 
( Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(//U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this !5 day of November, 2004. 
I 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Re~ister No. CV-2002-05291-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
Respondent. 
On November 22, 2004, the Petitioner filed a Motion to Extend Deadline requesting the 
Court to grant Defendant's counsel, Mr. Marler, an additional thirty days to comply with the 
Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Petition's Petition. 
Without objection, the Court now GRANTS such request. The Court grants Mr. Marler 
until December 27,2004 to Respond to the Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED November 2q ,2004. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedrnan 
Don T. Marler 
Joseph Newman (ISCI # 35817; Hospital Drive North #23; Orofino, ID 83544) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
05Hp 
Rer~ister No. CV-2002-O%PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
Respondent. 
On December 23,2004, the Petitioner filed a Motion to Extend Deadline requesting the 
Court to grant Defendant's counsel, Mr. Marler, an additional thirty days to comply with the 
Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Petition's Petition. 
Without objection, the Court now GRANTS such request. The Court grants Mr. Marler 
until January 27, 2005 to Respond to the Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED December 27 ,2004. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedman 
Don T. Marler 
Joseph Newman (ISCI # 358 17; Hospital Drive North #23; Orofino, ID 83544) 
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DON T. MARLER 
Attorney at Law 
300 North Seventh Avenue 
P.O. Box 4747 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Telephone: (208) 233-4121 
Fax: (208) 233-4174 
Idaho State Bar No. 61 19 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
CASE NO. CV2002-5290-PC 
POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
PETITION AMENDMENT 
Comes now the Petitioner, Joseph Newman, by and through his appointed counsel of 
record, Don T. Marler, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a), and this Court's 
Granting Motion to Amend, hereby amends Petitioner's Post-Conviction Petition. To save 
duplication of numerous documents, Defendantpetitioner requests the Court take notice of the 
Petition contained in the Court's file. 
1. Counsel's Failure to Disaualifv Trial Judge Woodland on the Basis of Bias 
DefendantIPetitioner request: 1 that trial counsel Tomas Eckert disqualify Judge 
Woodland on numerous occasions due to DefendantIPetitioner's belief that Judge Woodland was 
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biased. Requests for disqualification ?,tarted early as identified by November 26,2004 Affidavit 
of Joseph Newman (See Exhibit "B" attached and incorporated by reference) wherein he states: 
At the beginning of my meetings with counsel, Tomas Eckert. He told me the 
trial judge would be Mr. Woodland. I then instructed Mr. Eckert to file a Motion 
for a different Judge . . . Mr. Eckert told me he would file a Motion but to the best 
of my knowledge he did not. 
When incarcerated in the Bannock County Jail, Defendaneetitioner also informed his 
visitors of his instructions to Thomas Eckert. (See Aff~davit, Exhibit "B") wherein he states: 
During taped visits at Bannock Jail, I told my visitors that Mr. Eckert was going 
to file a Motion to Remove Judge Woodland. 
These visits at the Bannock County Jail were audio taped and were introduced as 
evidence as what DefendantlPetitioner believes to be "Evidence Tape #1 and #2. 
Additionally, DefendantRetitioner requested Mr. Eckert to disqualifL Judge Woodland 
several on occasions following his initial conversations with Mr. Eckert. In Joseph Newman's 
December 20,2004 Affidavit (See Exhibit "C" attached and incorporated by reference) he 
stated: 
Defendant asked Mr. Eckert on multiple meetings to file for a different judge due 
to bias and was told by Mr. Eckert that he would. 
With regard to evidence demonstrating Judge Woodland was biased toward 
0 
DefendantlPetitioner, in Joseph Newman's Affidavit of November 26,2004 (See Exhibit B) 
Defendantpetitioner states: 
I explained to Mr. Eckert that I have been in front of Mr. Woodland on other 
accounts and was warned that if I was ever charged in Bannock County again I 
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would be brought in front of Mr. Woodland and maximum sentence would be 
imposed. 
Defendantnetitioner believes the reason Judge Woodland was biased, and his threat to 
impose a maximum sentence were founded in part on his earlier encounters with Mr. Woodland. 
In Joseph Newman's Affidavit of December 20,2004 (See Exhibit "DM attached and 
incorporated by reference) he states: 
I hired attorney Woodland in 1973 for a case against Pocatello Police. Then I 
fired him the same day. . . I also appeared before Judge Woodland on criminal 
matters between 1975- 1983 on the last court meeting Judge Woodland told me if 
I ever got arrested in Bannock County he would have me in front of him and give 
me the maximum sentence. 
Clearly, Judge Woodland demonstrated his bias during the criminal proceedings for 
which Defendantmetitioner seeks relief. In Joseph Newrnan's Affidavit of November 26,2004 
(See Exhibit "B") he states: 
During a pre-trial hearing over other motions, Mr. Eckert called the trial court 
administrator [Ms. Paula Larson] to the stand. She stated under oath that when 
she put my name into the computer to be selected by a judge, that my name was 
"Red Flaged" to Judge Woodland's Court . . . She went on to state that Mr. 
Woodland was at the bottom of the rotation roster at that time. 
See also Joseph Newman's AlEidavit of December 20,2004 (Exhibit "D") wherein he 
states: 
The transcripts will show that at the pre trial hearing on motions from defense 
lawyer Mr. Eckert . . . that the Court clerk was sworn in and testified under oath 
that Judge Woodland specifically abused the random computer assignment of 
felony cases to judges when he had the Defendant's name "Red Flagged" to his 
court room . . . further that the case would not have been assigned to h m  without 
such abuse and intervention. 
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The DefendantIPetitioner requests the Court take notice of Defendantlpetitioner's Motion 
for the production of Hearing Transcripts filed with the Court on January 19,2005 for the 
purpose of supporting the above claim of Judge Woodland's bias. (See Exhibit "H" attached and 
incorporated by reference.) 
Judge Woodland also demonstrated his bias, and prejudicing Defendanfletitioner, when 
he denied Mr. Eckert's motion to dismiss the case during trial. In Joseph Newman's Affidavit of 
December 20, 2004 (See Exhibit "D") he states: 
During the trial defense lawyer Mr. Eckert asked the court to dismiss the case due 
to the state not proving their case . . . Judge Woodland ruled that Defendant was 
"the only one that could have been responsible" and denied the motion. 
Defendant/Petitioner specifically calls to this Court's attention the discussion that arose 
from Mr. Eckert's request to dismiss the case through his motion for a Rule 29 Acquittal wherein 
the Prosecutor indicated to Judge Woodland that had a third party been involved in a similar 
situation, the State would not have filed any charges. (See Trial Transcript, Page 634, line 14 to 
page 640 line 10.) 
Defendanfletitioner also calls this Court's attention to the fact that Judge Woodland 
made the statement that only the Defendanfletitioner could have been responsible for the death 
of the child before the Defendant had put on any defense evidence. Judge Woodland's statement 
clearly demonstrates he was biased especially when coupled with the fact that Judge Woodland 
was aware that the Defendantpetitioner's co-defendant, Newsom, had already entered a plea of 
guilty for the same charge for which the Defendantpetitioner was standing for trial. (See Trial 
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Transcript, page 50, lines 5 - 7.) 
The Defendanfletitioner hrther argues that Judge Woodland demonstrated his bias 
when, during sentencing, the State recommended a sentence no greater than 20 years fixed 
followed by 15 years indeterminate. (See Trial Transcript, Page 880, lines 24-25.) In spite of the 
State's recommended harsh sentence, which was greater than Mr. Eckert's recommendation of 7 
years fixed by more than a factor of two, Judge Woodland imposed a sentence of life with a 
fixed period of 25 years. (See Trial Transcript, page 885, line 21 and page 893, lines 23-25.) 
Additionally, the Defendandpetitioner argues that Judge Woodland demonstrated his bias 
when he denied Mr. Eckert's Rule 29 I motion for a mistrial after the State allowed the jury to 
hear improper and inadmissible evidence regarding the DefendantIPetitioner's prior bad acts as 
character evidence. Mr. Eckert articulated in his motion that the DefendantPetitioner had been 
grossly prejudiced and the result was the inability of the Defendanfletitioner to receive a fair 
trial. (See Trial Transcript, page 280 line 4, to page 282 line 25.) 
The denial of the requested dismissal, mistrial, and recusal, by Judge Woodland 
prejudiced the DefendantIPetitioner with regard to receiving a fair and impartial trial. Judge 
Woodland's harsh sentence further prejudiced the DefendantPetitioner and further demonstrates 
bias. As Joseph Newman indicates in his December 20,2004 Affidavit (See Exhibit "D"), a 
non-bias Judge would have granted Mr. Eckert's Motion[s]. 
Mr. Eckert's failure to disqualify Judge Woodland from the case in issue represented 
deficient and substandard performance. Given the above affidavit information, any reasonable 
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defense attorney would have moved to disqualify Judge Woodland from this case. Further, had 
another judge tried this case the outcome would have been different. The Defendant for good 
reason, as stated above, believes that had a different judge tried this case it would have been 
dismissed upon Mr. Eckert's Motion. Even if arguendo he would have been convicted by a jury, 
the outcome would have been different as a non-biased judge would have imposed a lessor 
sentence. 
2. Counsel's Failure to Hire Patholopist to Rebut State's Witnesses was Preiudicial 
DefendantIPetitioner requested that counsel hire a pathologist to testify as a defense 
witness at trial. Mr. Eckert failed to honor his client's request, in spite of the prejudice the lack 
of such a defense expert witness would likely, and did in actually, create. Joseph Newman 
specifically requested that Mr. Eckert hire a pathologist (See November 26,2004 Affidavit of 
Joseph Newman, Exhibit "E" attached and incorporated by reference) wherein he states: 
I spoke with Mr. Eckert days before my trial when I refhsed the plea agreement 
and decided to go to trial . . . [ I also asked] who the State's witnesses were. He 
showed me a list of names . . . I asked him if we were going to hire a pathologist 
also? And who it would be? . . . Mr. Eckert told me that the court provided fhnds 
for a pathologist but it was to late to hire one and have him go over the State 
evidence. I told him I wanted one anyway. He said he would try to locate one. 
He never hired one to the best of my knowledge. 
(Also see pre-trial transcript of February 19, 1999, page 7, lines 19-22.) 
Had Mr. Eckert properly prepared for trial by hiring a pathologist, rather than focusing 
on the preparation of an uncertain plea agreement, the expert's testimony would have 
undoubtably shown inconsistencies in the testimony of the State's witnesses. In Joseph 
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Newman's Affidavit of December 20,2004 (See Exhibit "F" attached and incorporated by 
reference) he specifically draws this Court's attention to a few of the obvious inconsistences, and 
unrebutted prejudicial testimony, of t k  State's witnesses: 
(1) Paramedic Knapp's testimony was that they bagged the baby and only slowed 
down to do it. (See Trial Transcript, page 265, lines 1-6.) In contrast, Paramedic 
Rolf s testimony was that the stopped to re-bag to child. (See Trial Transcript, 
page 292, lines 1 1 - 1 9.) 
(2) Dr. Ryan testified that he had to redo the intubation tube at the hospital. (See 
Trial Transcript, page 3 17, lines 8-12.) A defense pathologist would have 
testified that the child's time without proper oxygen, due to inadaquate intubation 
could have contributed to the death of the child. 
(3) Dr. Ryan testified that bruises were slightly brown leading him to believe that 
they were probably days old. (See Trial Transcript, page 335, line 6-8.) A 
defense pathologst could have testified as to the significance of the older injuries 
in relation to the child's death. 
(4) Dr. Denton testified that the lesions around the baby's neck was very scarred 
and was in the process of healing. (See Trial Transcript, page 353, lines 14-22.) 
Denton also testifies there was suspicion that the child was abused before. (See 
Trial Transcript, page 363, lines 9-1 1 .) A defense pathologist could have 
addressed the possibility that prior abuse contributed to the child's death. 
(5) Dr. Denton testified regarding a finding of retinal hemorrhaging, but did not 
explain the condition or causes. (See Trial Transcript, page 370, lines 22-25.) A 
defense pathologist could have testified regarding such conditions occurring 
without being associated with Shaken Baby Syndrome, such as the C.P.R. that 
was administered by the paramedics. 
(6) The State's pathologist, Dr. Garrison, testified the cause of death is subdural 
hematomas. (See Trial Transcript, page 400, lines 17-20.) He further testified the 
bruises were caused by blunt force injury. (See Trial Transcript, page 435, lines 
13-1 5.) Dr. Garrison also testified that one would have to drop a child ten to 
forty-five feet to hurt or kill the child, (See Trial Transcript, page 455, lines 16- 
20.) and that to sustain such a serious injury to the head, the child would have to 
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have fallen at least one and one half to two or three stories. (See Trial Transcript, 
page 456, lines 1-6.) A defense pathologist could have testified otherwise. 
(7) Dr. Garrison testified with regard to his opinion as to how much force was 
used. (See Trial Transcript, page 459 page 1 to page 465, lines 15-20.) An expert 
witness' testimony with regard to opinion is always subject to peer review by and 
through rebuttal expert testimony. Defendanfletitioner was denied such an 
opportunity. 
(8) Dr. Gamson testified he found retinal hemorrhages on both eyes. (See Trial 
Transcript, page 469, lines 15-20.) He then testified that condition can occur in a 
variety of instances, but predominantly in shaken impact syndrome. (See Trial 
Transcript, page 470, lines 11-14.) A defense pathologist could have clearly 
countered such testimony by addressing other possible causes of retinal 
hemorrhages. Such rebuttal testimony may well have created reasonable doubt in 
the minds of the jury with regard to Defendanfletitioner's culpability. 
(9) The State asked Dr. Garrison if a six year old could have caused these types of 
injuries. His opinion was no. (See Trial Transcript, page 474 line 2, to page 475 
line 10.) A Defense pathologist could show that a six year old could have caused 
skull damage resulting in injuries causing death. (See Exhibit "J" a clipping of 
Idaho Statesman wherein a 4 year old was suspected in death of infant brother, 
attached and incorporated by reference.) Dr. Garrison testified that a blow to the 
head could be additive as to the cause of death. (See Trial Transcript, page 487, 
lines 17-25.) A defense pathologist could have raised the possibility that earlier 
injuries could have been significant with regard to the child's death. 
(10) Dr. Garrison testified at a pre-trial hearing that there were drugs in the baby's 
system. (See Trial Transcript, page 491, lines 18-20.) The toxicology report that 
was shown to Dr. Garrison, (See Trial Transcript, page 492, lines 5-14.) 
demonstrated an absence of toxic substances. (See Trial Transcript, page 493, 
lines 16-18.) Dr. Garrison testified that 90 percent are adult males that cause 
shaken baby syndrome. (See Trial Transcript, page 495, lines 22-24.) Dr. 
Garrison testified the Fv-uises all looked to be a single episode. (See Trial 
Transcript, page 499 line 20 to page 500 line 9.) He then testified the injuries all 
happened within twelve hours. (See Trial Transcript, page 500, lines 15-1 7.) 
A defense pathologist could clearly show a jury inconsistencies in the three 
doctors various opinions since they showed no medical proof that a male had to 
commit this death, OR that the Defendant knowingly, willingly, or permitted 
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injury to the child. 
(1 1) Dr. Mamalis, a doctor of ophthalmology also testified. The State asked the 
doctor if in his opinion he felt a child (small child) could have caused the 
hemorrhages. His testimony was no. (See Trial Transcript, page 625, lines 1 7- 
25.) Mr. Eckert asked Dr. Marnalis if cardiac arrest could create this condition. 
Dr. Mamalis' opinion was that it would be unlikely - but testified he was aware of 
one case that led to presumed retinal hemorrhages. (See Trial Transcript, page 
63 1, lines 1-2.) 
(12) Terry Hanson's testimony at the Defendant's Sentencing Hearing stated the 
baby was abused before she was ever at Defendant's home. The police took 
photographs which the State did not produce for the defense. Nor did they 
produce important Health and Welfare records. (See Trial Transcript, page 706 
line 11, to page 707 line 6, and page 709, lines 14-25.) This would have 
discredited the testimonies of the State's witnesses, additionally, it would have 
confirmed Defendant's claim of a third party unbeknownst to Defendant, that 
caused ths  death. 
The trial transcripts show that there were no witnesses to the fatal injuries the child 
received, which injuries represent the basis for the DefendantPetitioner's conviction of Felony 
Injury to Child. Given the fact there was no direct evidence that the Defendanfletitioner caused 
the injuries, he was convicted on the basis of the State's circumstantial evidence as provided by 
the testimony of witnesses such as the Doctors and paramedics. The failure of counsel to hire a 
pathologist to review the State's circumstantial evidence, to rebut any inconsistent evidence, to 
present alternative theories, and to discredit expert testimony presented by the State was 
deficient and substandard performance by Mr. Eckert. 
Failure by Mr. Eckert to hire a pathologist prejudiced Defendanfletitioner. The 
testimony of an expert Pathologist in the case at issue was, and remains, critical to the conviction 
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or acquittal of the Defendanfletitioner. The only expert testimony regarding Shaken Baby 
Syndrome the jury heard in this case was that of the State's expert witnesses. Defense counsel 
did not call any Shaken Baby Syndrome expert witness, let alone a pathologist, to testifL with 
regard to the State's theory of the cause of the child's injuries. Defendanfletitioner points out 
for the Court that it is not a defendant's burden to prove the State's case in chief; rather the only 
burden the defendant carries is to rebut the State's evidence for the purpose of creating a 
reasonable doubt in the mind of one juror. DefendantIPetitioner adamantly argues that without 
the testimony of a pathologist to review the State's evidence, attack any inconsistences in 
testimony and evidence, and to rebut the State's opinion on Shaken Baby Syndrome the 
DefendantIPetitioner was absolutely disadvantaged and prejudiced. Had a pathologist testified 
on Defendanfletitioner's behalf, the outcome of the trial would have been different as 
Defendantfpetitioner believes at least one juror would have voted not guilty. 
Jn Joseph Newman's Affidavit of December 20,2004 (See Exhibit "F") he states a well 
founded belief that "a pathologist would have proven the state's witnesses testimony to be 
inconsistent with the facts to where a jury of my peers would have found me not guilty." 
Defendanfletitioner points out that he currently does not have access to all the necessary 
transcripts, police reports, and health and welfare records needed to specifically supplement his 
claims with supporting evidence. (See Exhibit "F" Joseph Newman's Affidavit of December 20, 
2004.) 
DefendantIPetitioner also points out to the Court that he has no way of determining 
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whether or not a pathologist was hired by Mr. Eckert as Mr. Eckert refused to communicate with 
the DefendantPetitioner. (See Exhibit " G  November 26,2004 Affidavit of Joseph Newman 
attached and incorporated by reference.) However, as noted above, the Defendaneetitioner 
believes a pathologist was not hired primarily based on the lack of any information provided 
him by Mr. Eckert otherwise. DefendantIPetitioner also calls to the Court's attention that the 
Court, andlor State, could verify whether or not hnds had been paid by the Court to a 
pathologist on the DefendantPetitioner's behalf, and that such information is not readily 
available to the Defendantmetitioner. 
3. Counsel's Failure to Reauest a New Trial was Preiudicial 
Given the above stated and supported claims of ineffective assistance of counsel with 
regard to failure to disqualify Judge Woodland, and failure to hire a pathologist, 
DefendantPetitioner argues that such failure by Mr. Eckert to request a new trial to properly 
address those claims was deficient and substandard performance, and further that such deficient 
and substandard performance prejudiced, and continues to prejudice, the Defendaneetitioner. 
DefendantPetitioner further argues that a new trial is the only forum in which he can 
demonstrate, through the testimony of Kim Newman that State's witness, Susan Lackey, lied 
while on the witness stand regarding the Defendaneetitioner. DefendantPetitioner argues that 
such perjured testimony substantially prejudiced Defendaneetitioner, and that but for her 
perjured testimony Defendant/Petitioner7s trial result would have been different. (See December 
20,2002 Statement of Kim Newman, attached as Exhibit "I" and hereby incorporated by 
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reference.) 
At thls point, as was true immediately after Defendanfletitioner's jury conviction, only a 
new trial would remedy Mr. Eckert's ineffective assistance. Mr. Eckert ostensibly agreed with 
this postulate when on May 24, 1999 he wrote a letter to Defendaneetitioner, Joseph Newman, 
indicating he would file a Motion For New Trial. (See Attachment " A  to Exhibit " G  hereby 
incorporated by reference.) 
4. Insufficient Communication After Trial 
In an effort to address DefendanVPetitioner's trial concerns, he attempted to 
communicate with his appointed l aye r ,  Mr. Eckert, beginning immediately after the trial. His 
attempts communicate regarding significant issues such as, followup court dates, undisclosed 
police photographs and other missing trial information, and undisclosed Health and Welfare 
reports which Mr. Eckert should have started putting together for a new trial fell on deaf ears. 
Mr. Eckert never responded, which further prejudiced the Defendaneetitioner. 
Defendantfpetitioner's efforts to contact Mr. Eckert continued for approximately four 
months using all means available to him such as phone contacts and the mail system to no avail. 
Moreover, Defendanfletitioner sent a notarized letter on August 30,2000, requesting contact 
but in spite of that effort still did not receive a reply or response. 
Defendaneetitioner argues that the lack of contact, which was beyond his control, with 
his counsel prejudiced him by not allowing him to raise the above issues and request for a new 
trial in a timely fashion. 
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CONCLUSION 
Given such ineffective assistance, granting a new trial would serve the interests of 
justice, as provided by Idaho Criminal Rule 34 and Idaho Code $ 19-2406, or in the alternative 
that the Defendanfletitioner be granted an Evidentiary Hearing to allow the 
DefendantQetitioner to be heard with regard to his claims. Additionally, Defendanfletitioner 
calls to this Court's attention that until the conclusion of trial he had no remedy for the non 
disqualification of Judge Woodland, and no remedy for the absence of a pathologist to testify in 
his behalf due to Mr. Eckert's substandard performance which significantly prejudiced the 
Defendanfletitioner. Defendanfletitioner argues this condition to be analogous with newly 
discovered evidence as provided by I.C.R. 34 and I.C. $ 19-2406. Defendanfletitioner also 
argues this is both material to his case, and that while he attempted to correct these issues before 
trial he was in effect barred from raising them at his trial. Defendanfletitioner further argues 
this failure of Mr. Eckert, and its effects, meet all of the requirements of the Drapeau Test as set 
out and demonstrated in the above facts, assertions, affidavits, and transcripts. 
Attorney for Defendanfletitioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing Post 
Conviction Relief Petition Amendment to be delivered to the following individualts) by the 
method indicated: 
Mark Heideman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
[ J U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
U Hand Delivery 
[J Overnight Delivery 
U Fax: 
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PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ANDALL D. SCHULTHIES 
mF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BANNOCK COUNTY 
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
KOMAS E. ECXERT P. O. ~ 0 x 4 1 4 7  
XCEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205 
May 24,1999 
(208) 236-7040 
FAX 236-7048 
Joseph Newman 
C/O Bannock County Sheriff 
P. 0. Box 4666 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
LEGAL MAlL 
Re: State of Idaho v. Newman 
Case No. CRFE 98-00494A 
Dear Joe: 
Please be advised that after our recent conversation, this letter is being written to confirm the 
details of the same. You have requested that I file a Motion For New Trial, on your behalf Although 
there is no guarantee that the Court will consider granting a new trial, I will indeed file the Motion. 
I will advise you as to when the Court will hear the Motion, and hopefilly it will be done before you 
are transported to the Department Of Corrections. 
In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact my office, by maii, if you have any hrther 
questions or comments. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Mailed in absence 
T o  avoid delay 
TF'LOMAS E. ECKERT 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
, 'k' 
- @ August 30,2000 
Joseph Newman #35817 
IMSI 
P.O. Box 51. 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Mr. Eckert, 
I am writing to you with some requests. 
1. I would like a copy of my Pre-trial, trial, motions 
and investigators reports. 
2. I need to know if I still have Appelate or Post Conviction 
relief coming 
3. Why haven't you filed for a new trial with the evidence 
you have been given by Kim Newman? You do understand that the 
longer you wait, the less chance I have of getting a new trial? 
4 .  I want to know if you are still representing me or who 
my lawyer is? 
Tom, please don't leave me in the dark on this. I don't 
want to be in prison for something I did not do. I think we 
have covered that already. 
I would like a telephone call with you to discuss this if 
you are still my lawyer. Please let me know the time. 
. f 
, /,? i 
/' .(I , ,9 .. 
i ! I / -  3u;r/ .; A- 
~ o s e  i'~ejm,d B 
, /  
', 
to befor? me this@ day of $,-o.f 2000.  
/ 
- I"-- 
~dtary Public for Idaho 
Residing at:&lse? 1 3  
l-a4-0(0 Commission expires:- 
Don T. Marler - ISB No. 61 19 
Attorney at Law 
300 North Seventh Avenue - P.O. Box 4747 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4747 
Telephone: (208) 233-4 121 
Fax: (208) 233-4174 
Attorney for DefendantjPetitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, ) 
) 
Defendadpetitioner, ) Case No. CV-2002-5290-PC 
) 
VS. 1 MOTION FOR 
) HEARING TRANSCRIPTS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 
PlaintiffiRespondent, 1 
COMES NOW the Defendantipetitioner, Joseph C. Newman, by and through 
his attorney of record, Don T. Marler, and per Idaho Code 819-2402 hereby motions this Court 
to order the preparation of the following hearing transcripts for the purpose of assisting the 
Defendant/Petitioner in responding to the Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Joseph Newman's 
MOTION FOR HEARING TRANSCRIPTS 
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Petition for Post-Conviction Relief: (1) Hearing held November 9, 1998 with District William 
H. Woodland; (2) Hearing held November 16,1998 with District Judge William H. Woodland; 
and (3) Hearing held November 16, 1998 with District Judge William H. Woodland. 
Defendadpetitioner argues that these transcripts are essential, and necessary, in the preparation 
and demonstration of support for his Post Conviction Relief Claims. 
DATED this day of January, 2005. 
Don T. Marler 
Attorney for Defendadpetitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of 
and with my office in Pocatello, Idaho; that on the 19 day of January, 2005, I served a true 
and correct copy of the followingdescribed pleading or document on the party listed below: 
Document Served: MOTION FOR HEARING TRANSCRIPTS 
Mark Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
@ Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
<] - Fax: 
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December 20,2002 
TO WHOM THIS MAY CONCERN: 
SUSAN LACKEY, SPOKE TO ME REGARDING JOE NEWMAN,( SHE 
STATED, SHE WOULD DO WHAT EVER IT TAKES TO MAKE SURE JOE GOES TO PRISON,) 
EVEN IF SHE HAD TO LIE. I SPOKE TO JOES ATRNEY ABOUT THIS MATTER HE WASN'T TO 
CONSERIVED.AS NEAR AS I CAN REC,ALL,SINCE IT HAS BEEN A FEW YEARS SINCE THIS 
HAS HAPPEN. 
KIM NEWMAN 

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Repister #CV-02-5290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, ) 
Petitioner, ) 
-VS- MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
While the Court was in the process of drafting a decision on Petitioner's Post- 
Conviction Relief Petition Amendment, the Court discovered that Petitioner had filed a 
Motion for Hearing Transcripts, requesting the preparation of transcripts of hearings from 
Petitioner's criminal case, before filing his Post-Conviction Relief Petition Amendment. 
Petitioner claims that the transcripts are necessary in order to allow him to prepare a 
response to the Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
However, Petitioner filed his Post-Conviction Relief Petition Amendment, which is really 
more of a response than either an amended petition or a motion to amend, before the 
Court granted the motion for transcripts. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petitioner's Post-Conviction 
Relief Petition Amendment is no longer under advisement. 
The Court shall endeavor to determine (1) whether the record of the hearings 
Petitioner requests to be transcribed are still available and (2) whether Petitioner still 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER-1 
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requires reparation of those transcripts before he is prepared to respond to the Court's 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 22" day of April, 2005. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 'LL day of April, 2005,I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don T. Marler 
Attorney at Law 
PO box 4747 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
DATED this a day of April, 2005. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIA&@&~~@ %TPE 
: 42 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
t-, '. 
Register #CV-02-5290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 
1 
-vs- 1 MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER FOR 
1 TRANSCRIPT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Respondent. 1 
Having reviewed Petitioner's Motion for Hearing Transcripts, the Court hereby 
grants Petitioner's motion, in part. After a review of the court file, the Court was only 
able to locate only a hearing a single hearing held on November 16, 1998, and not two 
hearings held on that date, nor a hearing held on November 9, 1998, in the above-entitled 
action. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEP-,BY ORDERED that the Bannock County Transcriber, 
Ms. Sherrill Grimmett shall produce a transcript of a hearing held before the Honorable 
William H. Woodland on November 16, 1998 in the above-entitled action. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 12' day of May, 2005. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the v h d a y  of May, 2005, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don T. Marler 
Attorney at Law 
PO box 4747 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Sherrill Grimmett 
Bannock County Transcriber 
Bannock County Courthouse 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
DATED this \&T day of May, 2005. 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
 and Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( d ~ a n d  Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
(/jPvemlght Delivery 
( Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
cv-2003-05790-PC 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Defendanfletitioner 1 
) 
-vs- 1 - 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 
PlaintifURespondent. ) 
On October 11, 2005, the above named Defendanfletitioner appeared before the Court by 
and through his counsel, Don Marler, for the purpose of further proceedings. Erin Christison, 
Bannock County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. 
At the outset, counsel for the Defendanfletitioner updated the Court as to the status of this 
matter. Counsel requested a copy of the tape recording fkom the hearing on November 16, 2998 
involving case numbers CR-1998-0000493-FE and CR-1998-0000494-FE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a copy of tape recordings be made and provided to 
counsel, Don Marler, to review with the Defendanfletitioner. 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that counsel shall-have until October 31, 2005 to review the 
recordings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above entitled case come before the Court for the 
purpose of FURTHER PROCEEDINGS on NOVEMBER 7,2005 AT THE HOUR OF 9:30 
A.M. 
DATED October 13,2005. 
n- %+- 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1% bit,, , day of 2005, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
Sherrill Griinmett 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( &Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( i / ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( )&mxught Delivery 
( and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this day of hL, 2005. 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
cv-7.0-0-PC, 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 
1 
-vs- 1 JTE ENTRY & ORDER 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Respondent. 1 
On November 7, 2005, the above named Defendant appeared before the Court by and 
through his counsel, Don Marler, for the purpose of further proceedings and Petitioner's Third 
Motion to Extend Deadline. Shawn D. Traini, Bannock County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 
appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. 
Counsel for the Petitioner advised the Court that he had not yet received a copy of the audio 
tape recording previously ordered by this Court on October 13,2005. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a copy of the audio tape recording of the hearing on 
November 16, 1998 involving case numbers CR-1998-00493-FE and CR-1998-00494-FE shall be 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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provided to counsel for the Petitioner, Don Marler, no later than November 15,2005. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Petitioner's Third Motion to Extend Deadline is 
hereby GRANTED. The Court grants the Petitioner until January 9, 2006 to Respond to the 
Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss. 
DATED November 8,2005. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the A day of tnt~ i. . .2005, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor ( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( d ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
Don Marler ( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( if  and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
Sherrill Grimmett ( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
V / ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
r 
DATED this & day of \ ~ c : , Y  Cm\h~ ,2005. 
Deputy Clerk 
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JOSEPH NEWMAN, ) i ?*L::,;,'; 
1 
Petitioner, ) 
1 
-vs- 1 MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
On December 27,2005, the Court received Petitioner Joseph Newman's Motion for 
Additional Hearing Tape Recording in which Petitioner moves the court "for an order providing 
Petitioner with a copy of the tape recording of a hearing held with Judge Woodland Presiding on 
November 9, 1998." Motion for Additional Hearing Tape Recording, dated December 27, 2005, p. 
1. Petitioner makes this motion "after realizing that the transcript and tape recording of a similar 
hearing held on November 16, 1998 did not address the bias issues raised in the Petitioner's Post 
Conviction Relief Petition Amendment previously filed with the Court." Id at p. 2. No oral 
argument was taken on such motion. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a copy of the audio tape recording of the hearing on 
November 9,1998 involving case numbers CR-1998-00493-FE and CR-1998-00494-FE shall be 
provided to counsel for the Petitioner, Don Marler, no later than February 24,2006. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above entitled case shall come before the Court for 
the purpose of FURTHER PROCEEDINGS on MARCH 13,2006 AT THE HOUR OF 9:30 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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A.M. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
DATED this 13 day of & W v 4 f  ,2006. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the n day of <&\) ,2006, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the f6110wing individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
Sherrill Grimrnett 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery (4  and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
 and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( r r n i g h t  Delivery 
( Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this \ day of ,2006. 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Register No.CV-2002-05290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
-vs- ) MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 
Respondent. 1 
On March 13, 2006, the above entitled matter came before the Court for further 
proceedings. Don T. Marler appeared on behalf of the Petitioner and Erin Christison, Bannock 
County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. 
At the outset, the Court advised the parties that the Court Transcriber, Sherrill Grimrnett, 
was unable to locate any indication that a hearing in this matter was held on the date of November 
9,1998. 
Counsel for the Petitioner advised the Court that the Petitioner has prepared an afEdavit 
regarding the hearing. Counsel for the Petitioner requests additional time to discuss the affidavit 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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with the Petitioner and then submit the aflidavit to the court. 
The Court advised that counsel would have until THURSDAY, APRIL 13,2006 to submit 
the affidavit to the Court for review. 
DATED March 14,2006. A 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the \4 day of Vhnh ,2006, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don T. Marler 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( / J ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery (/I  and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this \j day of ,2006. 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH J U D I C ? I ~ ~ ~ ~ $ T ' ~ & ~ ~  TyE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE c @ ?  b$ ~k%llb&% 
Repister No.CV-2002-05290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 
) 
Petitioner, 1 
) 
-vs- ) MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
On March 13,2006, the above-entitled matter came before the Court for further 
proceedings. At that hearing the Court and counsel discussed the inability of Sherrill 
Grirnrnett to find any record of proceedings held on November 9,1998 involving case 
numbers CR-1998-00493-FE and CR-1998-00494-FE. After doing so, the Court ordered 
that Petitioner file any supplemental affidavits no later than April 13,2006. On April 4, 
2006, Petitioner filed the Affidavit of Joseph Newman. 
The Court, having received the supplemental Affidavit of Joseph Newman, 
hereby takes the matter under advisement as of this date. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
DATED this j 4  day of @ ,2006 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the F\ day of C i  $ik ,2006, 
I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon e h of the following 
individuals in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( d f ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( r g h t  Delivery 
( Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO; IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Register No.CV-2002-05290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
-vs- 1 MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Having reviewed the record in this case and the applicable law, the Court hereby 
finds that an evidentiary hearing is warranted as to two of the issues raised by Petitioner 
Joseph Newman ("Newman") in his Petition for Post Conviction kelief; however, the Court 
hereby DISMISSES the other issues raised in that Petition. 
BACKGROUND 
The general nature and procedural posture of both the prior proceedings in the 
above-entitled matter and the underlying criminal case, State v. Newman, Bannock County 
Case No. CR-98-0494-FE, were described in the Court's Order Appointing Counsel, 
Permitting Proceeding In Forma Pauperis and Granting Motion to Amend and Notice of 
Intent to Dismiss ("Notice"), filed November 5,2004. In brief, Newman filed a Petition for 
Post Conviction Relief, seeking to have his conviction for Felony Injury to a Child vacated 
by asserting numerous grounds for post-conviction relief, which can be grouped as claims of 
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ineffective assistance by counsel, Thomas Eckert ("Eckert"), and newly discovered 
evidence. With regard to ineffective assistance of counsel, Newman asserted the following 
claims: (1) counsel was ineffective in failing to file a motion to disqualify the Honorable 
William H. Woodland after Judge Woodland allegedly told Newman, during a hearing on a 
prior criminal matter, that Newrnan would be given a maximum sentence if Newman ever 
appeared before Judge Woodland on a criminal matter again; (2) counsel was ineffective in 
failing to hire a pathologist to review the State's evidence; (3) counsel was ineffective in 
failing to file a motion for a new trial; (4) counsel was ineffective in failing to file Kimberly 
Newsom's affidavit, which Newman claims would have impeached the credibility of Susan 
Lackey, one of the State's witnesses; and (5) counsel was ineffective in failing to contact 
Newman regarding his appeal and other post conviction matters. Notice, pp. 1-3. 
The State answered Newman's Petition and filed a Motion to Dismiss on December 
13,2002. Notice, pp. 3-5. After Judge Woodland issued a decision and order denying 
Newman's Petition and Motion for Appointment of Counsel, the Court of Appeals issued an 
unpublished decision vacating Judge Woodland's order and remanding the case to this Court 
for further proceedings. Id at pp. 5-6. The Court then granted Newman's renewed 
motions to appoint counsel and proceed in forma pauperis. Id at pp. 10-12. The Court 
also granted Newman's Motion to Amend his Petition to include claims of ineffective 
assistance of counsel for counsel's future to assert that the State violated Newman's due 
process rights by proceeding with inconsistent theories and violations of Newman's Fifth, 
Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Id. at pp. 12-13. 
The Court, however, issued a Notice of Intent to Dismiss Newman's Petition 
because some of the claims raised in his Petition were not actionable grounds for post 
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conviction relief and because Newman failed to establish a genuine issue of material fact 
as to a cognizable ground for post conviction relief as to the other claims in his Petition. 
Id. at p. 13. The Court gave Newman 20 days from the date the Notice was issued in 
which to respond to the Notice and convince the Court that his Petition should not be 
dismissed. Id. at p. 19. Newman then filed a Post Conviction Relief Petition 
Amendment ("Amended Petition"), pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a), 
responding to the Court's Notice by further explaining his alleged grounds for post 
conviction relief and offering his own affidavit in support. Amended Petition, p. 1. 
However, Newman's Amended Petition is not so much either an amended petition for 
post conviction relief or a motion to amend Newman's Petition as it is a response to the 
Court's Notice because the Amended Petition does not raise either new factual claims or 
assert new grounds for post conviction relief, but rather, further expands on the grounds 
identified in Newman's Petition and provides evidence as to those claims. Thus, the 
Court shall analyze its notice of intent to dismiss and Newrnan's response as to each issue 
raised in the Petition. 
THE ISSUE OF TRANSCRIPTS 
In addition to Newman's Amended Petition, the procedural posture of the case 
has evolved since the Court issued its Notice. On January 19,2005, Newman filed a 
Motion for Hearing Transcripts seeking an order for the preparation of transcripts of 
hearings held on various dates in November of 1998. On April 22,2005, the Court 
indicated that it would "endeavor to determine (1) whether the record of the hearings 
Petitioner requests to be transcribed are still available and (2) whether Petitioner still 
requires preparation of those transcripts before he is prepared to respond to the Court's 
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Notice of Intent to Dismiss Petiticrl for Post-Conviction Relief." See Minute Entry & 
Order dated April 22, 2005, pp. 1-2. The Court also ordered that "Petitioner's Post- 
Conviction Relief Petition Amendment is no longer under advisement." Id. at p. 1. On 
May 12,2005, the Court ordered that the Bannock County Transcriber, Ms. Sherrill 
Grirnmett, produce a transcript of a hearing held before Judge Woodland on November 
16, 1998. Minute Entry & Order dated May 12, 2005, p. 1. In addition, the Court 
indicated that it "was only able to locate only a single hearing held on November 16, 
1998, and not two hearings held on that date, nor a hearing held on November 9, 1998." 
Id. 
On August 4,2005, Newman filed an Additional Motion for Hearing Transcripts 
in which he moved the Court "to order the review of the November 16, 1998 transcripts 
involving Case Numbers CR- 1 998-0000493-FE and CR- 1 998-0000494-FE for the 
purpose of determining whether any information was ordered stricken fiom the record 
with regard to DefendantPetitioner's criminal case being assigned to Judge Woodland." 
Additional Motion for Hearing Transcripts, pp. 1-2. On October 14,2005, the Court 
ordered that a copy of tape recording fiom the hearing on November 16, 1998 involving 
case numbers CR- 1998-0000493-FE and CR- 1998-0000494-FE be made and provided to 
Newman's counsel to review with the DefendantIPetitioner. Minute Entry & Order dated 
October 14, 2005. On November 4,2005, Newman filed a Third Motion to Extend 
Deadline, which the Court granted. See Minute Entry & Order dated November 15, 
2005. On December 27,2005, Newman filed another Motion for Additional Hearing 
Tape Recording in which he moved the Court for a copy of a tape recording of a hearing 
held before Judge Woodland on November 9, 1998, which the Court granted. See Minute 
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Entry & Order dated January 17, 2006. 
On February 10,2006, Sherrill Grirnrnett filed a "Notice Concerning Copy of 
Tape of Hearing." She indicated: 
I hereby certify, that on January 29, 2006, I received an order to 
provide Petitioner with a copy of the tape-recorded hearing held on 
November 9, 1998, regarding case number CR-1998-004940-FE. Said 
hearing concerned the above named Petitioner with the Honorable 
William H. Woodland presiding. 
I further certify, that after having listened to six recorded tapes 
from the courtroom of the Honorable William H. Woodland, dated 
October 26, 1998 through November 16,1998, and checking the court file 
two times, I have been unable to find any indication that a hearing was 
held on the date of November 9,1998. 
Therefore, I am unable to provide a copy of a taped hearing held 
on November 9, 1998, involving case number CR-1998-00494-FE, as no 
hearing was found to be held. 
Notice Concerning Copy of Tape of Hearing dated February 10, 2006, pp. 1-2 
The matter came before the Court on March 13,2006 for further proceedings. 
Newman's counsel advised the Court that Newman had prepared an affidavit, although 
additional time was needed to review the affidavit before it was submitted to the Court. 
The Court allowed for such additional time. See Minute Entry & Order dated March 14, 
2006. Newman filed the "Affidavit of Joseph Newman" ("April 4 Affidavit") on April 4, 
2006. On April 19, the Court issued a Minute Entry & Order in which it indicated that it 
was taking the matter under advisement as of that date. Minute Entry & Order dated 
April 19, 2006. 
In his April 4 Affidavit, Newman states: 
.. . Plaintiff states to the Court that on November Ninth 1998, 
Plaintiff was transported from the Bannock County Jail to the Bannock 
County Court House. 
That Plaintiff along with his lawyer Mr. Eckert attended a hearing 
in Judge Woodland's courtroom. Present for this hearing was Kay Lyon 
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for the State, Judge Woodland, Thomas Eckert and Plaintiff Joseph 
Newman; 
Co-Defendant Karlene Newsom nor her lawyer were present. 
Plaintiffs counsel called Paula Larson to the stand and questioned 
her under oath. . . . 
After her testimony, the Court adjourned and Plaintiff was 
transported back to [sic] Bannock County Jail. 
On November 1 6m Plaintiff was transported again to [sic] Bannock 
County Courthouse for a hearing. This time Co-Defendant Karlene 
Newsom and her lawyer was [sic] present. 
Paula Larson was again called to the stand. .. . Her statements 
were not along the same line of questioning as on November 9m 1998. 
Plaintiff does not know or understand why the Court can not locate 
any transcripts for the 9& of November, 1998. 
Plaintiff does have the Bannock County ROA [Record of Action] 
showing where he was transported. 
This should help the Court in determing [sic] that there was a 
hearing even tho [sic] there can not be tapes found from Judge 
Woodland's court records. 
Plaintiff states that if these records are found, that they would in 
fact show that the Plaintifl's statements in affidavits dated November 26, 
2004 and December 20,2002 are true to the best of his knowledge. . . . 
April 4 AfJidavit, pp. 1 -3. 
There has been much confusion regarding this issue. However, after yet further 
investigation into the record, the Court has determined that there was, in fact, a hearing 
held on November 9, 1998. In its original order, the Court ordered that a copy of tape 
recording from the hearing on November 16, 1998 involving case numbers CR-1998- 
0000493-FE and CR-1998-0000494-FE be made and provided to Newman's counsel to 
review with the Defendanfletitioner. The confbsion stems from the fact that CR-1998- 
0000493-FE relates to State of Idaho v. Karlene M. Newsom, Newman's Co-Defendant, 
and CR-1998-0000494-FE relates to State of Idaho v. Joseph Craig Newman. The ROA 
in Karlene Newsome's case, CR-1998-0000493, indicates that there was a hearing held 
on November 9,1998. 
Therefore, the Court hereby ORDERS that the Bannock County Transcriber, Ms. 
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Sherrill Grimrnett shall produce a transcript of a hearing held before the Honorable 
William H. Woodland on November 9, 1998 in case number CR- 1998-0000493. This 
transcript shall be prepared and delivered no later that July 21,2006. 
Newman is seeking this transcript in order to examine the issues of Judge 
Woodland's alleged bias toward him. See Motion for Additional Hearing Tape 
Recording and April 4 Afidavit. Given the nature of the Court's decision in this 
Memorandum Decision and Order, i e. that an evidentiary hearing is warranted on the 
issue of Eckart's alleged failure to move to disqualify Judge Woodland, it is not 
necessary to have such transcript prepared before this Memorandum Decision and Order 
is issued. 
ANALYSIS AND HOLDING 
I. Newman is Entitled to an Evidentiary Hearing on the Ineffective Assistance of 
Counsel Claims Relating to the Failure to Disqualify Judge Woodland and the 
Failure to Hire a Pathologist. 
A. The Failure to File a Motion to Disqualify Judge Woodland Claim Warrants an 
Evidentiary Hearing. 
The Court found that Newman's claim that trial counsel was ineffective in failing 
to file a motion to disqualify Judge Woodland, who had previously told Newman that he 
would receive the maximum sentence if he ever appeared in Judge Woodland's court 
again, was conclusory because it was only based on Newman's self-sewing claim, 
without any funher evidence, and Newman failed to show that Judge Woodland acted in 
a biased manner. Notice, at pp. 14- 15. 
Newman responded first by submitting affidavits in which he describes how he 
requested that trial counsel Eckert filed a motion to disqualify Judge Woodland, he 
explained to Eckert his reasons for wanting Judge Woodland disqualified and Eckert 
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explained that he would file such a motion. Amended Petition, at pp. 1-2 and Exhibits B 
and C. Newman then claims that Judge Woodland's bias was shown at several different 
stages of the criminal proceedings: (1) Paula Larson, a court employee, testified at 
Newman's pre-trial hearing on Defendant's motions that when Newman's case was in the 
process of being assigned to a District Court Judge, the computer showed that Newman's 
case had been "Red Flagged" to be assigned to Judge Woodland's court; (2) Judge 
Woodland made the statement, during an I.C.R. 29 motion for judgment of acquittal at 
the close of the State's case-in-chief and before the presentation of Newman's case, that 
Newman was the only person who could have been responsible for the child's injury; (3) 
Judge Woodland denied a motion for a mistrial after the State allegedly elicited 
inadmissible and highly prejudicial evidence regarding prior bad acts by Newman; and 
(4) Judge Woodland sentenced Newman to a more severe sentence than the sentence 
recommended by the state. Id. at pp. 2-5 and Exhibits B, C and D. Newman argues that 
Eckert's failure to disqualify Judge Woodland and have a new judge assigned to hear the 
case was deficient performance because any reasonable attorney would have moved to 
disqualify Judge Woodland, and that such deficient performance was prejudicial because 
a different judge might have granted Newman's motions and would not have imposed 
such a harsh sentence. 
Newman's factual allegations as to Eckert's failure to file a motion to disqualify 
Judge Woodland, as supplemented, are competent evidence of a disputed issue of 
material fact as to whether Eckert's performance was deficient. Further, Newman's 
allegations that a different judge might have granted Newman's motions and would not 
have imposed as harsh a sentence as Newman received, had Eckert not been deficient in 
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failing to file a motion to disqualify Judge Woodlad, is sufficient to allege prejudice 
resulting from Eckert's allegedly deficient performance. Therefore, an evidentiary 
hearing will be held on Newman's 8 .laim that Eckert was deficient in failing to file a 
motion to disqualify Judge Woodland. 
B. The Claimed Failure to Hire a Pathologist Warrants an Evidentiarv Hearing. 
The Court ruled that Newman's claim that Eckert failed to hire a pathologist was 
not a cognizable claim for ineffective assistance of counsel because the claim was not 
supported by evidence, in that the only evidence for the claim was the assertion itself, and 
that Newman had not shown any prejudice. Notice, at p. 15. 
Newman responded by asserting that (1) he had asked Eckert to hire a pathologist, 
so Eckert moved for funds with which to hire a pathologist, which the Court granted; (2) 
when Newman asked about defense witnesses a few days before trial, Eckert then told 
him that it was too late to hire a pathologist and have him or her review the evidence; (3) 
he told Eckert he wanted one anyway; (4) Eckert said he would try to find one; and (5) to 
the best of Newman's knowledge, Eckert had not hired a pathologist. Amended Petition, 
at p. 6 and Exhibit E. Newman claims that he does not know for certain whether Eckert 
hired a pathologist because Eckert refused to communicate with him regarding the 
matter. Id. at p. 10 and Exhibit G. Newman also claims that he does not have access to 
hearing transcripts, police reports and Health and Welfare records that would provide 
evidence substantiating his claims. Id. at p. 10 and Exhibit F. 
Newman then argues that a pathologist's testimony could have demonstrated a 
number of inconsistencies in the testimony of a number of the State's witnesses and 
hence challenged the basis of the State's circumstantial case that was predicated largely 
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on the testimony of medical experts as to Shaken Baby Syndrome. Newman identifies 
several pieces of testimony by State witnesses that a defense pathologist could have 
challenged. Id. at pp. 6-9. Newman claims that Eckert's failure to hire a pathologist to 
evaluate and possibly challenge the medical evidence offered by the State was deficient 
performance and that such deficient performance prejudiced Newman because his 
challenge to the State's evidence by way of the testimony of a pathologist might have 
swayed the jury to return a different verdict. Id at p. 10. 
The Court concludes that Newman has established a genuine issue of material fact 
as to whether Eckert's alleged failure to hire a pathologist to evaluate, and possibly 
challenge, the State's medical evidence was deficient performance that prejudiced 
Newman7s defense at trial. As such, an evidentiary hearing as to that issue is warranted. 
C. Newman's Claim of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Because of Eckert's 
Alleged Failure to Communicate After Trial Warrants an Evidentiary Hearing. 
The Court found that Newman's allegation that Eckert was ineffective in failing 
to communicate with Newman after trial was not supported by evidence and did not 
allege prejudice resulting from the allegedly deficient performance. Notice at p. 18. 
Newman responded by claiming in the Amended Petition, which was signed only by his 
current attorney Don T. Marler, thetr he repeatedly attempted to communicate with Eckert 
regarding evidentiary issues immediately after the trial, but Eckert never responded to 
those requests, that he continued to try to contact Eckert for four months (the time period 
is not clearly identified) and that on August 30,2002, Newman sent a final letter to 
Eckert (attached as part of Exhibit G), to which Eckert did not respond. Amended 
Petition at p. 12. Newman argues that such failure to communicate caused him prejudice 
by not allowing him to timely request a new trial. Id Evidence in support of such claims 
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and arguments includes an affidavit from Newman and two letters, attached to the 
Amended Petition as Exhibit G. In his &davit, Newman claims that "lpllaintiff feels 
that with proper notice from Mr. Eckert, Plaintiff could have filed a motion pro se or 
found alternative counsel to file such a motion.. . [and] [tlhat Mr. Eckert quit 
communicating with Plaintiff (see letter dated 8-30-2000) which caused Plaintiff to lose 
his rights [sic] to file motion." Amended Petition, Exhibit G, pp. 1-2. The first letter, 
from Eckert to Newman, is date May 24,1999, and in it Eckert advised Newman that he 
would file a motion for a new trial, as Newman had requested. Id. at p. 3. The second 
letter, from Newman to Eckert, is dated August 30,2000, and in it Newman requests that 
Eckert inform him as to whether he has appellate or post conviction relief coming, 
explain why Eckert had not filed the motion for a new trial and inform him as to whether 
Eckert was still representing Newman. Id. at p. 4. 
Newman's revised claim of insufficient contact with Eckert after trial warrants an 
evidentiary hearing. Although the Court indicated that the claim is not substantiated by 
evidence, Newman's factual allegations and those described by current counsel in 
Newman's Amended Petition infer a potentially deficient lack of contact between 
Newrnan and Eckert. In addition, there is an issue of material fact whether prejudice 
exists stemming from Eckert's alleged deficient performance. Therefore, because 
Newman has properly alleged both deficient performance and prejudice resulting from 
Eckert's alleged failure to keep in contact with Newman after trial, an evidentiary hearing 
is warranted as to that claim. 
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11. Newrnan's Remaining Claims are Dismissed. 
A. Newman's Claims of Newly Discovered Evidence are Dismissed Because 
Newman Failed to Resvond to the Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Those 
Claims. 
As described in its Notice, the Court found that Newman's two claims of newly 
discovered evidence, the sentencing testimony of Teny Hanson and the inconsistencies in 
the trial testimony of paramedic Knapp, were procedurally barred because Newman knew 
of such testimony at the time of his direct appeal, but did not appeal those issues. Notice, 
at pp. 13-14. The Court advised Newman to respond to the Court's findings and 
proposed action on the newly discovered evidence claims. Id. at p. 19. Newman did not, 
in fact, respond to those issues. Therefore, the Court will dismiss such claims. 
B. Newman's Allegations of Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment 
Violations are Conclusorvgi~d is Dismissed. 
The Court found that Newman's claims of Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth 
Amendment rights violations are conclusory because Newman did not explain how these 
rights violations occurred, he did not provide evidence as to the violations and he did not 
show how those violations constitute grounds for post conviction relief pursuant to I.C. $ 
19-4901(a). Notice at p. 19. Newman did not respond to the Court's findings and 
proposed action on that issue. Therefore, the Court will dismiss the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth 
and Fourteenth Amendment rights violations claim. 
C. Newman's Claim of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Because of Eckert's 
Alleged Failure to Assert that the State was Proceeding with Inconsistent Theories 
are Dismissed. 
The Court ruled that Newman's claim of ineffective assistance of counsel 
because counsel failed to assert that the State violated Newman's due process rights by 
proceeding with inconsistent theories was conclusory and without evidentiary support 
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because Newman did not indicate how the State proceeded with inconsistent theories 
and/or how his due process rights were violated by such action. Notice at p. 18. 
Newman did not respond to the Court's findings and proposed action on that issue. 
Therefore, the Court will dismiss the ineffective assistance of counsel for failure to object 
to inconsistent theories claim. 
111. Newman's Claim of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Because of Eckert's 
Failure to File a Motion for a New Trial is Dismissed. in Part and a Ruling is 
Reversed, in Part. 
Newman claims that Eckert rendered ineffective assistance when Eckert told 
s 
Newman that he would file a motion for a new trial on the basis that a newly discovered 
witness, Kimberly Newman, would provide testimony that would impeach the testimony 
of one of the State's witnesses, Susan Lackey. The Court, however, found that such a 
claim failed to sufficiently allege either deficient performance or prejudice because 
Newman did not show that such a motion would have been granted, if Eckert had filed 
the motion. Notice at pp. 15- 18. Newman did not respond to the Court's finding as to 
this ineffective assistance of counsel claim. Rather, Newman argued that Eckert's failure 
to file a motion for a new trial was deficient performance because Eckert should have 
filed the motion for a new trial in order to remedy his deficient performance at trial in 
failing to disqualify Judge Woodland and in failing to hire a pathologist. Further, 
Newman argues that a new trial is the only mechanism by which Kimberly Newman's 
testimony that Susan Lackey lied while testifling may be heard. 
To the extent that Newman continues to claim that Eckert was deficient in failing 
to file a motion for a new trial so that Kimberly Newman's testimony impeaching Susan 
Lackey could be heard, such a claim will be dismissed because Newman has failed to 
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show that such a motion would probably have been-granted had it been made. To the 
extent that Newman now is claiming that Eckert was deficient in failing to file a motion 
for a new trial in order to remedy his deficient performance at trial, the Court will reserve 
ruling on that issue until an evidentiary hearing is held and the predicate claim of 
ineffective assistance of counsel is resolved. 
CONCLUSION 
The Court finds that Newman has established a genuine issue of material fact as 
to whether trial counsel Eckert's failure to file a motion to disqualifl Judge Woodland, 
failure to hire a pathologist and failure to keep in contact with Newrnan constituted 
ineffective assistance of counsel. As such, the Court will hold an evidentiary hearing as 
to those issues upon proper notice by Petitioner. The court hereby DISMISSES 
Newman's (1) claim of newly discovered evidence; (2) claim of Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and 
Fourteenth Amendment rights violations; and (3) claims of ineffective assistance of 
counsel as to Eckert's alleged failure to file a motion for a new trial on the basis of newly 
discovered evidence or alleged failure to object to the State's inconsistent theories 
because such claims do not allege proper bases for post conviction relief. To the extent 
that Newman is now claiming that Eckert was deficient in failing to file a motion for a 
new trial in order to remedy his deficient performance at trial, the Court will reserve 
ruling on that issue until an evidentiary hearing is held and the predicate claims of 
ineffective assistance of counsel are resolved. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Bannock County Transcriber, Ms. Sherrill 
Grimmett shall produce a transcript of a hearing held before the Honorable William H. 
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Woodland on November 9, 1998 in case number GR-1998-0000493. This transcript shall 
be prepared and delivered no later than August 4,2006. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
DATED this '1 day of 9 ,2006. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /\ day of c )[3[$ ,2006, 
I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each o e following 
individuals in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
Records Administration 
1299 N Orchard St, Ste 1 10 
Boise, ID 83706 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery (4 Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( i / ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ~ u . s .  Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this \ day of . ,hbk~,  ,2006. 
~ e h  Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Register No.CV-2002-05290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
1 
-vs- 1 ORDER 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) 
Respondent. 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled matter shall come before the purpose of 
EVIDENTIARY HEARING on TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30,2007 AT THE HOUR OF 9 
A.M. Counsel for the Defendant shall make the necessary arrangements for the Defendant to 
appear for the hearing by telephone. 
DATED August 30,2007. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
ORDER 
Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t i  day of ?kf&- ,2007, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
(&and Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery (/I Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this t day of 
Deputy Clerk 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
ORDER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Register No.CV-2002-05290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 
1 
-vs- 1 ORDER RE-SETTING HEARING 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Respondent. 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled matter shall be RESET for 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2008 AT THE HOUR OF 2 P.M. for the purpose of an 
EVIDENTIARY HEARING. Counsel for the Defendant shall make the necessary arrangements 
for the Defendant to appear for the hearing by telephone. 
DATED December 12,2007. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
ORDER 
Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of &C r m b ~  ,2007, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ( f~and  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery (4 Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this \4 day of ,2007. 
Deputy Clerk 
Register CV-2002-05290-PC 
ORDER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T 
STATE OF IDAHO, W AND FOR THE COT-JNI'Y OF 
Register #CR-2002-05290-FE 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 
-vs- 
1 
1 ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
1 
1 
1 
Respondent. 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Department of Correction shall transport the above 
named Petitioner to the Bannock County Jail no later than Friday, February 15,2008 where he 
shall be held for further proceedings. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED January 25,2008 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
Case No. CV-2002-05290-PC 
TRANSPORT ORDER 
Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3) day of &-f ( L 
Don T. Marler 
\ \ 
Bannock County Jail 
,2008, I 
Idaho Department of Correction 
Attn; Transports 
1299 N Orchard, Ste 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the 3llowing individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ( f ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( J ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
Overnight Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ~ u . s .  Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this . day of 
Case No. CV-2002-05290-PC 
TRANSPORT ORDER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
Register No.CV-2002-5290-PC 
JOSEPH NEWMAN, 1 
1 
Petitioner, 1 
1 
-vs- 1 MEMORANDUM DECISION 
1 AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
1 
Respondent. 1 
Having reviewed the Petition and Affidavit for Post-Conviction Relief, the State's Answer, 
Petitioner's Response to Answer to Dismiss Post Conviction Relief, and Petitioner's Post 
Conviction Relief Petition Amendment and the Affidavits of Joseph Newrnan in Support, 
Petitioner's Motion for Court to Take Judicial Notice, the original file for Bannock County Case Cr- 
FE-1998-494-A, and accompanying ~dlll,cI'ipts, and having heard testimony and argument on the 
matter, the Court DENIES Petitioner's request to vacate the sentence and judgment of conviction. 
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BACKGROUND 
In July 1998 Joseph Newman ('Newman" or Petitioner) lived with his girlfriend, Karlene 
Newsome ("Newsome"), his three children and Newsome's daughter. On July 27, 1998 
Newman's ex sister in law, Carmelita Shaw, asked Newman to care for her three children while 
Shaw appeared in court for a hearing. Newman ended up caring for these children while 
Carmelita Shaw was incarcerated in the Bannock County Jail for a month following the hearing. 
The Shaw children were eight years old, six years old, and an eight month old baby, Miranda. 
On August 23,1998 at about 5:00 a.m. Newman checked on Miranda and found that she 
was not breathing. Newman began to perform CPR on Miranda while Newsome went to use a 
pay phone to call an ambulance. The responding paramedics found that Miranda was not 
breathing and did not have a pulse. They transported her to the hospital where medical efforts to 
revive her were unsuccessful. Physicians attending Miranda found that she was bruised in many 
places and that her eyes showed retinal hemorrhaging, an indication of shaken baby syndrome. 
An autopsy concluded that Miranda died fiom a severe blow to her head that fractured her skull 
and fiom internal bleeding consistent with shaken baby syndrome. 
Newman and Newsome were both arrested and charged with felony Injury to Child, I.C. 
tj 18-1 501(1) and Judge William Woodland presided over both cases. In Bannock County Case 
CR-FE-98-00494, the State charged Newman with Injury to Child and also charged Newman 
with a persistent violator enhancement. The Bannock County Public Defender's Office 
represented Newman, specifically Chief Deputy Public Defender Thomas Eckert ("Eckert"). 
Private counsel represented Newsome. Newsome pled guilty and was sentenced to a unified ten 
years, with 5 years fixed. Newman was found guilty after a jury trial and then admitted that he 
was subject to the persistent violator enhancement. The court sentenced Newman to a unified 
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life sentence with 25 years fixed. 
Newrnan filed a Petition for Post-Conviction Relief alleging ineffective assistance of 
counsel claims among others on November 12,2002. The court denied Newman appointed 
counsel and counsel and summarily dismissed his petition. Newman appealed and the Court of 
Appeals ruled that Newman's Petition presented sufficient facts to raise the possibility of a claim 
and that the district court had not given Newman adequate opportunity to supplement the petition 
with the necessary additional facts, if they exist. The case was remanded and this Court 
reviewed Newman's supplemented claim. On November 5,2004 the Court issued a Notice of 
Intent to Dismiss. Newman sought additional transcripts and other evidence and the deadlines 
were enlarged several times. On July 1 1,2006 the Court granted an evidentiary hearing on three 
of Newman's claims and dismissed the remainder. 
This Court reviewed Newman's Petition and determined that three bases existed upon 
which to grant Newman an evidentiary hearing: (1) Ineffective assistance of counsel claim 
relating to the failure of Newman's counsel to disqualifl Judge Woodland; (2) ineffective 
assistance of counsel claim relating to counsel's failure to hire a pathologist to review the 
evidence and rebut the State's medical experts; and (3) ineffective assistance of counsel claim 
relating to alleged failure to communicate with Newsome after trial. 
ANALYSIS AND HOLDING 
Whiteley v. State, 131 Idaho 333,955 P.2d 1102 (1998) sets out the procedure and burden 
of proof for an evidentiary hearing in a PCR case: 
An application for post-conviction relief is a special proceeding that is civil in nature, and 
as such, the Rules of Civil Procedure are applicable. An applicant for post-conviction 
relief bears the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidence, the allegations on 
which the application is based. Clark v. State, 92 Idaho 827,452 P.2d 54 (1969). Where 
there is competent and substantial evidence to support a decision made after an 
evidentiary hearing on an application for post-conviction relief, that decision will not be 
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disturbed on appeal. Lipps v. State, 94 Idaho 185; 484 P.2d 734 (1971). The credibility 
of witnesses and the weight of testimony are matters resolved by the trial court as trier of 
fact and will not be set aside on appeal unless clearly erroneous. Stuart v. State, 127 
Idaho 806, 81 3,907 P.2d 783, 790 (1996). A factual finding is clearly erroneous only if 
it is not supported by "substantial and competent evidence in the record." 
Whiteley v. State, 13 1 Idaho 323,326,955 P.2d 1 102, 1 105 (1 998). 
All three of Newman's claims arise from alleged ineffective assistance of counsel. The 
Court will adopt the framework for such analysis from our Court of Appeals in a recent post- 
conviction decision in Cook v. State, 145 Idaho 482,490, 180 P.3d 521,529 (Ct.App. March 14, 
2008). A claim of ineffective assistance of counsel may properly be brought under the post- 
conviction procedure act. Murray v. State, 12 1 Idaho 91 8,924-25,828 P.2d 1323, 1329-30 (Ct. 
App. 1992). To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must show 
that the attorney's performance was deficient and that the defendant was prejudiced by the 
deficiency. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687-88 (1984); Hassett v. State, 127 Idaho 
3 13,3 16,900 P.2d 221,224 (Ct. App. 1995). To establish a deficiency, the applicant has the 
burden of showing that the attorney's representation fell below an objective standard of 
reasonableness. Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758,760,760 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1988). To establish 
prejudice, the applicant must show a reasonable probability that, but for the attorney's deficient 
performance, the outcome of the trial would have been different. Id. at 761,760 P.2d at 1 177. 
This Court has long adhered to the proposition that tactical or strategic decisions of trial counsel 
will not be second-guessed on appeal unless those decisions are based on inadequate preparation, 
ignorance of relevant law or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation. Howard v. 
State, 126 Idaho 23 1,23 3, 880 P.2d 26 1,263 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Where the alleged deficiency is counsel's failure to file a motion, a conclusion that the 
motion, if pursued, would not have been granted by the trial court, is generally determinative of 
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both prongs of the test. Williams v. State, 132 Idaho 437,438, 974 P.2d 83, 84 (Ct. App. 1998); 
Sanchez v. State, 127 Idaho 709,713,905 P.2d 642,646 (Ct. App. 1995). 
I. The Court as the Finder of Fact. 
In this case, the Court is charged both with the responsibility of deciding questions of law 
and questions of fact. The determination of the credibility of witnesses and the weight to be 
given their testimony are exclusively within the province of the trier of facts. Cornish v. Smith, 
97 Idaho 89,540 P.2d 274 (1975); Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38,539 P.2d 590 (1975). "When 
a case has been tried to a court, it is the province of the trial judge to weigh the conflicting 
evidence and testimony and to judge the credibility of witnesses." Magic Valley Truck Brokers, 
Inc. v. Meyer, 133 Idaho 1 10, 1 14,982 P.2d 945,989 (Ct.App. 1999). 
11. A Sumrnarv of the Proof at the Evidentiarv Hearing. February 20 and 21.2008. 
At the hearing the parties agreed that filings, documents and transcripts of Newman's 
Bannock County criminal case CR-FA- 38-00494, his appeal from the judgment in that case, and 
the file of the instant post-conviction case were in the Record and available for the Court's 
review. The Court denied the Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Newman's attorney's 
disciplinary proceedings with the Idaho State Bar and documents associated with those 
proceedings. At the evidentiary hearing, two witnesses were called, Joseph Newman and 
Thomas Eckert. 
A. Counsel's Alleged Failure to Hire a Pathologist 
Newrnan testified that he discussed hiring a pathologist with Eckert, that Eckert requested 
funds to hire an independent pathologist and that the court granted the motion to hire a 
pathologist. However, Newrnan said that he learned four days prior to trial that a pathologist had 
not been hired to testifjr. Newman contends that at that point he asked Eckert to have an 
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independent pathologist or medical expert to help rebut or explain the forensic evidence against 
him. Newman stated that Eckert told him there was not time to do so and Eckert unilaterally 
made the decision not to hire a pathologist. Newman stated that two paramedics, three doctors 
and a pathologist testified for the State and Newman noted inconsistencies between the evidence 
they each presented. 
One paramedic testified that he had "intubated and bagged" Miranda and went straight to 
the hospital. The other paramedic testified that there were problems with Miranda en route to the 
hospital and he had to stop and "re-bag" her. Further, one of the doctors testified that the 
intubation was incorrect and had to be redone at the hospital. 
Newman recalled that one doctor testified to the presence of bruising from some prior 
time and the pathologist testified that much of the bruising on Miranda was within 12 hours of 
her death. The pathologist stated that in order to cause injuries like those observed on Miranda a 
person would have to drop the baby from an elevation of one and a half to three stories. One of 
the doctors stated that a six year old child could not have caused the injuries to the baby, rather 
the force that produced the injuries resulted from the actions of an adult. Further, that doctor 
opined that 90% of cases of shaken baby syndrome involve babies shaken by a male. 
Newman asserts that an independent pathologist would have countered two significant 
inferences argued by the prosecution: (1) that only an adult could have, or did, cause Miranda's 
injuries; and (2) that the adult actor had a 90% probability of being male. Newman contends that 
a pathologist also could have testified that improper treatment in the ambulance caused 
Miranda's injuries and that CPR treatment by Newman or medical personnel could have caused 
the injuries and bruising on Miranda. Newman also contends that a pathologist could have 
emphasized the presence of older bruising and explained its possible significance as a factor in 
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Miranda's injuries prior to the time she was in Newman's care and also could have testified to 
other possible causes for the retinal hemorrhaging observed in Miranda. 
Newman presented a newspaper article implicating a four year old in the death of her 
baby brother from shaken baby syndrome. From that article, Newman argues that an 
independent pathologist could have countered the opinions presented to the jury that only an 
adult male could have caused the injuries to Miranda. Further, a pathologist could have 
presented evidence that it was possible. {or a six year old child to cause similar injuries. Newman 
admitted that he is not a medical expert, but asserted that in his opinion an independent 
pathologist may have been able to raise these issues or rebut the State's evidence. 
The State called Thomas Eckert as its only witness in this hearing. Eckert was the 
attorney initially assigned to Newman's case as the public defender. Eckert contacted Newman 
prior to the preliminary hearing to discuss the case with Newman and then appeared on his 
behalf at the preliminary hearing to contest the evidence against Newman. Over the course of 
the case, Eckert filed various motions for discovery and a motion to sever the trial from that of 
his co-defendant, Karlene Newsome. After the cases were severed, Eckert filed motions for an 
independent pathologist and an independent investigator to make sure that the evidence could be 
reviewed by persons other than the State's witnesses. Eckert filed a motion for a psychologist to 
evaluate Newman's mental health at the time of the incident and during trial proceedings. Eckert 
filed a motion to reduce bond for Newman, a motion for change of venue based upon the 
publicity surrounding the death, and a motion challenging Idaho Code 18-1 501, the Injury to 
Child statute, as unconstitutionally vague. Finally, Eckert filed a Motion in Limine seeking to 
limit the introduction of potentially inflammatory photographs and limit the evidence the State 
could produce at trial. Eckert recalls that Newman was present at hearings for each motion and 
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contends that he met with his client several additional times to review the facts and evidence in 
the case. 
Regarding the hiring of an independent pathologist, Eckert testified that he provided to at 
least two separate pathologists, summaries of the medical charts and other evidence that the State 
had produced. Eckert had not found his notes for the evidentiary hearing in order to provide the 
names of the doctors with whom he had discussed the case, but he said he had one conversation 
with a doctor in Salt Lake and visited on the phone several times with a doctor in Twin Falls. 
These pathologists, whom Eckert said that his office had worked with previously as defense 
witnesses, agreed with the conclusions of the State's experts. Eckert did not recall specifically 
discussing this with Newman, but noted that it would not be prudent trial strategy to put on a 
witness who only corroborated the State's evidence. 
Eckert acknowledged that the independent pathologists did not provide reports, but said 
there was no point in offering reports from them when their conclusions were the same as the 
State's pathologist. Eckert did not recall whether at the time of trial, Newman requested an 
independent pathologist, no matter what he would testifl to, but stated that his advice to 
Newrnan was not to add to any incriminating evidence or lend support to the State's experts. 
Eckert then testified that if inconsistencies in the evidence or expert testimony had come 
out at trial he would have pointed them out. Eckert agreed that much of the State's case was 
based on medical testimony and expert opinion, and that he defended against the volume of 
evidence by testing it on cross and re-cross examination, as well as conducting voir dire of the 
witnesses in aid of objections to their testimony. After consulting the independent pathologists, 
Eckert had concluded that it would be difficult to contest the medical evidence concerning the 
cause of Miranda's death. Therefore, he made a strategic decision to raise questions and doubts 
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about who committed the actions that led to Miranda's death. 
Even though the co-defendant Newsome had pled guilty to similar charges by the time of 
Newman's trial, Eckert said that the ambiguous nature of the statute allowed for more than one 
person to be responsible for the same ir,jury to or death of a child. I.C. $ 18- 1501 provides: 
Any person who under circumstances or conditions likely to produce great bodily harm 
or death, willfully causes or permits any child to suffer or inflicts thereon unjustifiable 
physical pain or mental suffering, or having the care or custody of any child, willfully 
causes or permits such child to be placed in such situation that its person or health is 
endangered.. . 
Even if someone else had injured Miranda, Newman could still be liable under the statute for 
permitting the injury while the child was in his care or custody. Eckert explained this to 
Newman and sought a favorable plea bargain in the face of the language of the statute. 
Eckert's defense theory of the case was that some other person in the house had inflicted 
injuries on Miranda or allowed the injuries to be inflicted. Therefore, he sought to raise 
reasonable doubt as to whether Newman had committed the acts. Eckert called several 
household members to the stand to present evidence as to who may have injured Miranda. 
Eckert also challenged the constitutionality of the statue on the grounds of ambiguity and the 
possibility of arbitrary enforcement in a Motion to Challenge Constitutionality of Idaho Code 5 
19-1 501 which the court denied. Additionally, Eckert filed a Motion for Acquittal at the end of 
the State's case, which the court denied. 
B. Counsel's Alleged Failure to Disaualifi, Judge William Woodland. 
Newman also contends that Eckert provided ineffective assistance of counsel in allowing 
Judge William Woodland to preside over the trial. Newman asserts that in a prior sentencing 
hearing before Judge Woodland, the Judge told Newman that if he were ever charged with any 
crime and brought before that court then the maximum sentence would be imposed. Newman 
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states that he informed Eckert of this bias and further prejudice Newman contends existed from 
an encounter in 1973 wherein Newman hired Judge Woodland, then in private practice, to 
represent him. Newman discussed that case with Woodland and then told him "I didn't feel he 
could reach a law book off of a bottom shelf' and fired him the same day. 
In his affidavit attached to the Petition, Newrnan asserts that his name was "red flagged" 
to Judge Woodland's court instead of being assigned in the regular rotation process. This issue 
came up during a hearing on the Joint Motion to Sever in which Deputy Clerk Paula Larsen 
recounted the process of assigning this case to Judge Woodland. Transcript of Joint Motion to 
Sever, November 16, 1998. Larsen testified that Newman had outstanding fines that kept him on 
probation in a previous case before Judge Woodland and that when a person is on probation or 
has current cases before a particular judge, new cases will also be assigned to that judge.' Id. p. 
4-5'9- 10. Although Newsome had been assigned to Judge McDermott initially, Larsen 
explained that when the prosecuting attorney filed an Information after the preliminary hearings 
both Newman and Newsome's cases had been joined. Id p. 5-6. Larsen consulted 
Administrative Judge Randy Smith w ? ~ \  determined that they should be assigned to the same 
district judge and ordered her to amend the assignment and reset the arraignments for both 
individuals to Judge Woodland. Id. p. 6-7. 
Newman contends that after he was bound over to the district court on the charge and 
discovered that Judge Woodland would preside over the case he asked Eckert to file a motion to 
disqualify Judge Woodland. Newman asserts that Eckert agreed to disqualify Judge Woodland 
1 [Larsen]: The case on the young lady was assigned to Judge McDermott. The case on mewman], if I remember 
correctly, he still had some probation time where he was still on probation to Judge Woodland, so he was assigned 
to Judge Woodland. 
.... 
[Question]: Are you certain about Mr. Newman being on probation? 
[Larsen]: He owed fines. If they owe fines, my understanding is that they are not off probation if they owe fines. 
So, if there's pending fines, I still give them to the same district judge. 
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and as proof refers to taped conversations with visitors at the Bannock County Jail. Newman 
told his visitors that Eckert "was going to file a motion to remove Judge Woodland." 
Newrnan contends that Judge Woodland was biased against him. Newman said that his 
attorney asked for an acquittal at the end of the State's case against Newman and Judge 
Woodland replied that if this would have happened to a responsible person the State wouldn't 
prosecute them and the court may direct an acquittal, but because there was no one else to be 
held accountable for the crime, the court would allow the case to proceed against Newman. 
Newman argues that this showed bias because his co-defendant had already plead guilty at this 
time, indicating that someone else had taken responsibility for the crime. 
Newman also argues that another judge would not have sentenced him as harshly as 
Judge Woodland. Newman received 25 years fixed up to a lifetime unified sentence. He asserts 
that this shows that allowing Judge Woodland to preside over the trial led to Newman receiving 
the "maximum sentence" just as he alleges Woodland promised when he sentenced Newman in 
an earlier case. 
Eckert explained that at the time of Newman's case, Idaho Criminal Rule 25 did not 
allow a defendant to automatically disqualify a judge, but required a showing of bias for 
disqualification. Eckert's experience was that the courts rarely granted such motions, and 
challenging the court's impartiality would result in worse treatment for the defendant. Eckert 
testified that he discussed his concerns about Judge Woodland's prior contact with Newman with 
Judge Woodland and the prosecutor. Eckert remembered that Judge Woodland had asserted his 
impartiality and said he would likely not grant a motion to disqualifjr. 
Eckert admitted that Newman had told him about a prior interaction with Judge 
Woodland as a client and a prior appearance before Judge Woodland as a magistrate judge, and 
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that Newman had instructed Eckert to disqualify Judge Woodland. Beyond the threshold level of 
concern, Eckert recalls no particular reasons or facts he could have presented to support a 
showing that Judge Woodland was biased against Newman. Eckert agreed that Newman had 
asked him to disqualifl Judge Woodland several times and he advised against it, ultimately not 
seeking to disqualify the Judge. 
Judge Woodland addressed the concerns raised by both defendants about "red flagging" 
cases or impropriety in assigning cases to a particular court during the hearing on the Joint 
Motion to Sever. Judge Woodland explained the method of assigning of criminal cases 
involving the same defendant to the same court was based on judicial economy. Transcript, 
Joint Motion to Sever, p. 14. The process also benefited counsel for the defendant because it was 
easier to deal with more than one case in front of the same court than to deal with pending cases 
before different courts. Id. Finally, Judge Woodland stated that "as long as the assignment 
process is designed to be fair.. . and there is not a selection for prejudicial purposes, the 
assignment and selection process and method" do not present an opportunity to contest. Id. p. 14- 
15. 
Eckert recalled Judge Woodland's remarks following the Motion for Acquittal, not as 
personally targeting Newrnan, but rather as a statement that sufficient evidence had been 
presented to make the issue of Newman's guilt or innocence a jury question. The jury had been 
excused for this colloquy and the court noted that, although the case against co-defendant 
Newsome had been resolved, Newman was the only one left who had been involved. 
Finally, Eckert stated that when the trial ended he had concerns about whether his client 
had gotten a fair trial. Eckert asserted, however, that he did not see anything that Judge 
Woodland did that indicated bias during the trial. Further, Eckert could not say that Judge 
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Woodland was patently offensive or acted in any way to deny Newman a fair trial. Eckert 
agreed that there was a disparity between the unified sentence of ten years that he had 
recommended and the sentence which Newman received. But, Eckert stated that Newman pled 
guilty to the persistent violator enhancement and that the sentence was within statutory limits 
when the enhancement applied. 
C. Counsel's Alleged Failure to Communicate With Newman After Trial. 
Newrnan asserts that Eckert failed to file a motion for a new trial and an appeal from the 
verdict. Newman contends that he discussed his appeal with Eckert several times and a copy of a 
certified letter he sent to the Bannock County Public Defender's Office on May 24,1999 is 
attached to his Petition. Newman states that Eckert told him that he would seek a new trial and 
would appeal the case. 
Eckert said that he sent a letter to Newman on May 24, 1999 stating that he would file a 
motion for a new trial. Eckert stated that he discussed filing a motion for new trial with Newman 
and hoped to do so if he could present sufficient newly discovered evidence to the court. Eckert 
thought that a witness who testified at Newman's sentencing hearing might have raised issues 
regarding new evidence. However, Eckert said that ultimately new evidence, sufficient to 
warrant requesting a new trial, was not forthcoming and he did not file the Motion for a New 
Trial. 
Eckert was questioned about the difference between two standards for requesting a new 
trial-- one for requests made within 14 days after trial and those made within two years after trial. 
~ c k e A  sent Newman the letter agreeing to seek a new trial after the 14 days, but within the two 
year period. Newman questioned why Eckert would send the letter if he had no intention of 
filing the motion. Newman asserts that there must have been evidence available to Eckert 
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because Eckert's letter agreed that he would seek the new trial. However, Eckert explained that 
after reviewing the potential newly discovered evidence he determined that it was not sufficient 
to persuade the court to reopen the case. Eckert asserts that he considered the option of 
requesting a new trial, but did not did not seek one because he could find no basis to support 
such a motion. 
111. The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
Having considered and weighed the evidence and the argument of the parties, the Court 
makes the following findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Thomas Eckert, as chief deputy Bannock County Public Defender, represented 
Joseph Newman in criminal case CR-1998-494-FE, beginning prior to the 
preliminary hearing, during trial, and through the filing a Notice of Appeal and Rule 
35 Motion. 
2. Eckert met with Newman and advised him on various legal, factual and strategic 
issues. 
3. Eckert contested the evidence at the preliminary hearing. 
4. Eckert filed motions seeking to: (1) exclude evidence; (2) reduce bond; (3) 
challenge the constitutionality of I.C. $18-1501; (4) sever the trial from the criminal 
case against Newsome; (5) request a psychological evaluation of Newman;(6) 
obtain funds for a private investigator; (7) change venue; and (8) obtain funds for an 
independent pathologist. 
5. Eckert explained the nature of the Injury to Child statute to Newman and also 
contested the constitutionality of the statute. His motion seeking dismissal of the 
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charge on that basis was denied. 
6. Newman had prior history with Judge Woodland and felt that Judge Woodland was 
biased against him. When Judge Woodland was assigned to the case Newrnan 
requested that Eckert disqualify him. 
7. In 1998, there was no right of automatic disqualification of a judge assigned to a 
criminal case. Eckert discussed disqualification with the prosecutor and the court 
and felt like there were not sufficient grounds to support the motion and thus no 
chance the motion would succeed. 
8. Eckert had several conversations with Newrnan about disqualifylng Judge 
Woodland. They discussed both Newman's history with Judge Woodland and the 
potential prejudicial impact of seeking to disqualify Judge Woodland. Although 
Newman stated that he made an unequivocal demand about disqualifylng Judge 
Woodland, the Court determines that it is more likely than not that Newman was 
aware of the strategic decision not to file the motion afier the two cases were 
severed. Further, the Court finds that it is more probable that such a motion, even if 
filed, would have been properly denied. 
9. The Court finds Eckert's explanation of this decision more persuasive than 
Newman's. Whether the decision was made over Newman's protests, Eckert 
consulted Newman and they resolved not to file the Motion to Disqualifl for Cause. 
10. Eckert and Newman discussed hiring an independent pathologist and Eckert 
received approval from the court and funds to do so. 
1 1. Eckert sent medical reports and records to two independent pathologists that had 
worked with his office on other cases for their review. Eckert discussed the 
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evidence with each pathologist. Both saidthat they could not substantially disagree 
with the opinions of the State's expert witnesses. Eckert concluded that bringing in 
an independent pathologist would simply add credibility to the State's case and not 
help Newman. 
12. Newman wanted an independent pathologist or medical expert hired no matter what 
the outcome of the testimony would be. 
13. Eckert made a strategic decision not to have a pathologist testify for the Defendant 
because the indications were that doing so would not aid in Newman's defense. 
14. The Court finds Eckert's explanation of this decision more persuasive than 
Newman's. Whether the decision was made over Newman's protests, Eckert 
consulted Newrnan and they resolved not to hire an independent pathologist. Eckert 
then tested the State's case regarding the weight of evidence and ambiguities 
between the expert opinions on cross examination and during voir dire of the 
witnesses, which was the best available means he had to challenge the scientific 
evidence. 
15. Eckert made a strategic decision that he would not dispute the medical nature of 
Miranda's injuries, but would argue that persons other than Newman were likely to 
have inflicted or permitted the injuries. Eckert called witnesses and presented a case 
to support this theory and to seek to raise doubt that Newman had caused the 
injuries. This Court determines, for purposes of the post-conviction proceeding, 
that such a strategy was sound and supported by the facts of this case. 
16. During the trial Eckert made a motion for a mistrial based on alleged improper or 
prejudicial statements, as well as a Motion for Acquittal at the close of the State's 
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case. The court denied both motions. The Court gave the jury a limiting instruction 
regarding the alleged prejudicial statements. 
17. Eckert discussed the case with Newman after his trial and prior to sentencing. 
18. Eckert filed a Rule 35 Motion on behalf of Newman seeking a reduction of the 
sentence. The Bannock County Public Defender's Office represented Newman at a 
hearing on his Rule 35 Motion on October 18,1999, and Judge Woodland denied 
the Motion. 
19. Eckert filed a Notice of Appeal from the judgment in Newman's case. There were 
procedural deficiencies in completing briefs for appeal. The Bannock County Public 
Defender's Office sought to extend the time for filing briefs in the case and did 
complete and submit briefs. The State Appellate Public Defender was appointed and 
represented Newman on appeal. 
20. Eckert agreed to file a Motion for a New Trial and investigated the possibility that 
evidence presented at Newman's sentencing hearing may lead to further significant 
evidence to cast doubt on the reliability of the verdict. Eckert did not seek a new 
trial because there was not sufficient new evidence to justify doing so. Based upon 
the Court's review of the factual and legal setting in the case at that time, the Court 
finds that such a decision did not constitute ineffective assistance of counsel. 
2 1. Eckert ended his employment with the Bannock County Public Defender's office in 
August of 2000, about a year after Newman's trial. 
22. Newman contends that he was prejudiced in relying on Eckert to file a Motion for a 
New Trial when he could have filed such a motionpro se. The Court finds that 
Newman had two years from the end of his original trial, or until March 2001, in 
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which to do so. Even drawing all inferences in Newman's favor, he could not have 
relied upon Eckert to continue any representation beyond the time Eckert was 
employed at the Public Defender's Office. Newrnan could have filed a motion for a 
new trial pro se, or sought other counsel to work with him to do so. 
Newman presented a five line statement from a Kim Newman asserting that Susan 
Lackey, one of the State's witnesses at trial, "would do whatever it takes to make 
sure Joe [Newman] goes to prison. Even if she has to lie." This allegation of bias, 
without facts to support actual perjury or show how Newrnan was prejudiced by 
Lackey's testimony, is insufficient to support a motion for a new trial. Newrnan 
presents no other newly discovered evidence to offer in support of his proposed 
motion for a new trial. 
While communications between Eckert and Newman broke down some time after 
Newman's trial, and procedural mistakes were made during the appeals process, the 
Court finds that Eckert demonstrated adequate preparation, knowledge of the 
relevant law, and made appropriate tactical decisions throughout the case. Eckert 
consulted with Newman regarding potential constitutional problems with the statute 
and the possibility of arbitrary application. Eckert sought out a beneficial plea 
bargain agreement, but when Newman chose to go to trial, Eckert provided 
competent representation. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Eckert's decision not to seek disqualification of Judge Woodland was a strategic 
one. Eckert accounted for the evidence and incidents that would provide cause to 
disqualify the court and weighed the chance of success against the danger of 
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prejudicing the court. Counsel for Newrnan's co-defendant had similar concerns 
and both ultimately decided not to seek disqualification for cause. 
2. Newman alleged that Judge Woodland was biased against him, but did not present 
evidence of overt bias on the part of Judge Woodland to show that any part of the 
trial proceedings was prejudiced. Eckert did not observe any particular acts or 
statements indicating bias on the part of Judge Woodland. 
3. Newman alleges that Eckert was ineffective in not seeking to disqualify Judge 
Woodland, but Eckert discussed the possibility of seeking disqualification with the 
prosecutor and Judge Woodland and determined that such a motion would be futile. 
The conclusion that the motion would not have been granted is generally 
determinative of both prongs of the Strickland test. 
4. Defendant has not presented sufficient facts to establish that, even assuming 
deficient performance on the part of his counsel in failing to disqualify Judge 
Woodland, the outcome of Newrnan's case was prejudiced. Eckert provided 
effective assistance of counsel regarding the issues of possible disqualification of 
Judge Woodland. 
5 .  Eckert decided that he would not try to counter the State's medical evidence with an 
independent pathologist, but sought to raise doubt about who had perpetrated the 
offense. Eckert called all the defense witnesses he and Newman had agreed upon, 
except for a medical expert. 
6. Eckert's decision not to hire an independent pathologist was a strategic decision 
based on a review of the State's evidence by two medical experts who had 
previously done defense work for Eckert's office. Both pathologists opined that 
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they could not rebut the State's conclusions from this evidence, and they agreed with 
the State's determinations. Eckert discussed with Newman the likelihood that 
additional expert testimony would buttress the State's case. Whether Newman 
expressly objected or not, he resolved to continue with Eckert as his attorney. 
7. Tactical or strategic decisions of trial counsel will not be second guessed unless they 
involve a specific decision capable of objective evaluation. Here, Eckert explained 
that his investigation showed that hiring a pathologist would not have helped 
Newman's case, and pursued an alternate trial strategy. Therefore, the Court finds 
that Eckert provided effective representation in deciding not to hire an independent 
pathologist. 
8. Eckert sent Newman a letter agreeing to seek a new trial. Eckert followed up on the 
alleged newly discovered evidence and could not find sufficient evidence to justify a 
request for a new trial. Newman did not allege or provide facts sufficient to support 
the claim of new evidence. Eckert's decision not to file a Motion for a New Trial is 
supported by facts and was not ineffective assistance of counsel. 
9. Newman has offered no evidence to support his contention that a new trial would 
change the outcome of his original trial. The Court finds that counsel was not 
ineffective in deciding not to seek a new trial for Newman. 
10. On the facts of this case, as established through testimony at the evidentiary hearing 
and the evidentiary record in full, the Court concludes that Newman has not 
established sufficient facts to show that his counsel was ineffective before, during, or 
after trial. As a matter of law, the Court rules that Newman received effective 
assistance of counsel ttir 3ughout his case. 
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CONCLUSION 
It is this Court's duty to decide the issues presented and determine whether Newrnan is 
entitled to the relief he seeks. For the reasons set out herein, the Court finds in favor of the State 
and against the Petitioner. 
Accordingly, the Court DENIES Newman's Petition for Post Conviction Relief in regards 
to all three issues presented. 
SO ORDERED. 
DATED July 8,2008. 
RONALD E. BUSH 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9 day of L )I uk ,2008,I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of th following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
Don Marler 
Bannock County Jail 
Records Administration 
( ) U.S. Mail 
Overnight Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( J ~ a n d  Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
Overnight Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( 4 u . s .  Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Deliver 
( ) Facsimile 
DATED this o( day of 2008. 
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Don T. Marler ZSB No. 61 19 
Attorney at Law 
155 South Second Avenue - P.O. Box 6369 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
Telephone: (208) 478-7600 
Fax: (208) 478-7602 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AM) FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 -  
PlaintiffIRespondent, ) ,$se NO. CV-2002-5290-PC 
: 
VS. , -3 
3 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, 
) 
DefendantIAppellant ..' 
) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDMO AND 
THE STATE'S ATTORNEY, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
*". 
ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Joseph C. Newman, Appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision And 
Order On Petition For Post-conviction Relief, issued in the above-entitled action, the 
Honorable District Judge Ronald E. Bush, presiding, and the whole thereof. 
Notice of Appeal 
Page 1 
2. That the Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the decisionljudgment described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable decisionjorder 
under and pursuant to Rule 11 (c) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and Rule 54.l(a) of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, and/or pursuant to Idaho Code 819-4909 of the Idaho Uniform Post- 
Conviction Procedure Act. 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which 
the appellant intends to assert in the appeal, provided however that any such list of issues 
shall not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) The District Court abused its discretion. 
4. (a) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions 
of the reporter's transcript: Evidentiary Hearing held on February 20, 2008 and February 
21, 2008. 
5.  The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: All 
including, but not limited to, the Evidentiary Hearing held on February 20, 2008 and 
February 2 1, 2008. 
6. I certify: 
(a) A copy of this appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated 
transcript fee because he is entitled to representation through the Public 
Defender system, is represented by a public defender in the underlying Post 
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Conviction Petition, is requesting to be represented during the Appellate 
process by a Appellate Public Defender, and is currently incarcerated in the 
Idaho Correctional System. 
(c) The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the clerk's record upon receipt of the amount from the clerk 
because he is entitled to representation through the Public Defender system, is 
represented by a public defender in the underlying Post Conviction Petition, is 
requesting to be represented during the Appellate process by a Appellate 
Public Defender, and is currently incarcerated in the Idaho Correctional 
System. 
(d) The Appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because he is entitled to representation through the Public Defender system, is 
represented by a public defender in the underlying Post Conviction Petition, is 
requesting to be represented during the Appellate process by an Appellate 
Public Defender, and is currently incarcerated in the Idaho Correctional 
System. 
(e)  Service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. The Attorney General of the State of Idaho has also been 
served. 
d 
DATED this 3 day of July, 2008. 
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By: 
Attorney for DefendantlAppellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Appeal to be delivered to the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
[)4 U. S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[-I Hand Delivery 
[ I  Overnight Delivery 
[-I Fax: 
Hon. Ronald E. Bush 
Sixth District Judge 
P. 0. Box 4574 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
[g U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery [I] Overnight Delivery 
[-I Fax: 
Sheila Fish 
Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 4165 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
[g U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery c] Overnight Delivery 
Idaho Attorney General 
700 W. Jefferson Street 
Boise, ID 83720 
[N U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[I - Overnight Delivery 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender MI U .S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
3647 Lakeharbor Lane [ ] Hand Delivery 
Boise, ID 83703 C] Overnight Delivery 
d DATED this 93 - day of JUIY, 2008. ,, 
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Don T. Marler ISB No. 6119 
Attorney at Law 
155 South Second Avenue - P.O. Box 6369 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
Telephone: (208) 478-7600 
Fax: (208) 478-7602 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PlaintiffIRespondent, ) Case No. CV-2002-5290-PC 
VS. ) MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND 
) MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, ) STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
) DEFENDER 
DefendantIAppellant . 
COMES NOW Don T. Marler, attorney for the DefendantIAppellant, and 
moves the Court of an Order allowing counsel to withdraw as attorney of record in the 
above-entitled matter, and further moves this Court for an Order appointing the State 
Appellate Public Defender's Office to represent the DefendantIAppellant in the above- 
entitled matter on the basis and for the reason that the DefendantIAppellant meets the criteria 
for representation by the State Appellate Public Defender's Office. 
Motion to Withdraw and Motion For Appointment of State Appellate Public Defender 
Page 1 126 
DATED this a$ day of m y ,  2008. 
By: 
Attorney for DefendantIAppellant 
Motion to Withdraw and Motion For Appointment of State Appellate Public Defender 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document to be delivered to the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[-I Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
c] - Fax: 
Hon. Ronald E. Bush 
P.O. Box 4574 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
DATED this day of July, 
@ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[I Overnight Delivery n - Fax: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
PlaintiffIRespondent , ) Case No. CV-2002-5290-PC 
1 
VS. 1 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, ) WITHDRAW AND ORDER 
) APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
DefendantIAppellant. ) PUBLIC DEFENDER 
THIS MATTER having come before the Court pursuant to Appellant's 
motion for appointment of State Appellate Public Defender; the Court having reviewed the 
pleadings on file and the motion; and, the Court being fully apprized of the matter and good 
cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Don T. Marler is deemed withdrawn as 
Order Granting Motion to Withdraw and Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender 
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attorney of record for the ~ e f e n d a n t l ~ ~ ~ e l l a n i  
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's 
Office is hereby appointed to represent the DefendantfAppellant in the above-entitled matter. 
DATED this 28 day of July, 2008. 
Sixth District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document to be delivered to the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
[-I Overnight Delivery 
[_I Fax: 
Don T. Marler 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 6369 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Delivery fi - Fax: 
Idaho Attorney General 
700 W. Jefferson Street 
Boise, ID 83720 
[d U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[-I Hand Delivery 
[-I Overnight Delivery 
[-I Fax: 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender [/I U.S . Mail, Postage Prepaid 
3647 Lakeharbor Lane C] Hand Delivery 
Boise, ID 83703 [ ] Overnight Delivery fi - Fax: 
DATED this , day of 2008. 
~ e p u t y  Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NWMAN 1 
1 
Petitioner-Appellant ) Supreme Court No. 
VS. 1 
1 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 OF 
APPEAL 
Respondent, 
Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County 
Honorable Ronald E. Bush, presiding. 
Bannock County Case No: CV-200-5290-PC 
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition 
for Post-Conviction Relief filed lom day of July, 2008. 
Attorney for Appellant: Molly Huskey, State Appellate Public Defender 
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Boise 
Appealed by: Petitioner 
Appealed against: Respondent 
Notice of Appeal filed: 7-24-08 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No 
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt 
Request for additional records filed: No 
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: Yes 
Name of Reporter: Sheila Fish 
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes 
Estimated Number of Pages: Less than 100 
Dated b , 4 a0o8 
DALE HATCH, 
Clerk of the district Court 
fl 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ldaho 83703 
(208) 334-271 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BANNOCK COUNTY 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN, ) 
1 
Petitioner-Appellant, i CASE NO. CV-2002-5290 
\ 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
i S.C. DOCKET NO. 35568 
1 e
1 AMENDED 
1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
\ 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, MARK L. HIEDEMAN, BANNOCK COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, 5TH & CENTER, POCATELLO, ID, 83205, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and 
Order on Petition for Post Conviction Relief entered in the above-entitled action 
on the loth day of July, 2008, the Honorable Ronald Bush, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Rule I1  (a), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is: 
(a) Did the district court err in dismissing the appellant's Petition for 
Post Conviction Relief? : 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Presentence investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The ;appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests Me preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
Evidentiary Hearing held on 111-heila Fish. 
no estimation of pages was listed on the Reaister of Actions); and 
L 
(b) Evidentiary Hearing held on February 20, 2008 (Court Reporter: - 
Sheila Fish, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): I 
(a) Notice Conceminq Copv of Tape of Hearinq (Sherrill Grirnmett) filed 
February 10,2006; 
(b) Affidavit of Joseph Newman filed ADril4.2006; 
11 U I I  LUUU U 1 - & u  .a ALL - + V V  v v x  f f f .VVy  
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(c) Affidavit of Jose~h Newrnan fded Februarv 19. 2008; and 
(d) Anv exhi bits. affidavits, o biections. responses, briefs or 
memorandums, includinq all attachments or co~ies of transcripts, 
filed or lodged, bv the state, the appellate, or the court in support of, 
or in opposition to, the dismissal of the Post-Conviction Petition. 
I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporter, Sheila Fish; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code 55 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code 55 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Bannock County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, I.C. $5 31-3220, 31-322OA, I.A.R. 24(e); 
(e) That setvice has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this 15' day of October, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this day of October, 2008, caused a 
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
DON T MARLER 
PO BOX 6369 
POCATELLO ID 83205 6369 
SHEllA FISH 
COURT REPORTER 
POST OFF ICE BOX 4126 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
CREED BARKER 
COURT REPORTER 
5TH & CENTER 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
MARK L HIEDEMAN 
BANNOCK COUNN PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
5TH & CENTER 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY AlTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 0010 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
Administrative Assistant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN 1 
Petitioner-Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 35568 
vs. 1 
AMENDED 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 OF 
1 APPEAL 
Respondent, 1 
Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County 
Honorable Ronald E. Bush, presiding. 
Bannock County Case No: CV-2002-5290-PC 
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition 
For Post-Conviction Relief filed lom of July, 2008. 
Attorney for Appellant: Molly Huskey, Motion to Appoint State Appellate Public 
Defender Pending. 
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Boise 
Appealed by: Appellant 
Appealed against: Respondent 
Notice of Appeal filed: 7-24-08 
Amended Notice of Appeal filed: 10-1-08 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No 
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt 
Request for additional records filed: Yes 
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: Yes 
Name of Reporter: Creed Barker, however Sheila Fish will prepare Transcript 
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes 
Estimated Number of Pages: Unknown 
Dated >x 
Clerk of th istrict COU$, "' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN 
Supreme Court No. 35568 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
1 
vs. 1 CLERKS CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the pleadings and 
documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho appellate 
Rules. 
I do further certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or 
admitted into evidence during the course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this 6 day of \\ , 2008. 
(Seal) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN 1 
1 Supreme Court No. 35568 
Petitioner-Appellant, 1 
1 
vs. 1 CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Respondent, 1 
\ 
1, DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District 
Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Bannock, do hereby certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification 
and introduced into evidence at trial. The following exhibit will be treated as a 
confidential exhibit in the above and foregoing cause, to wit: 
1 Notice Concerning Copy of Tape of Hearing filed 2-10-06. 
2. Affidavit of Findings Concerning Ordered Transcript filed 94-4-06. 
3. Affidavit of Joseph Newman filed 2-19-08. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the above exhibit is attached to, and made a part of, 
the original transcript on appeal in said cause. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court, this the 5 day of \\ ,2008. 
(Seal) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOSEPH CRAIG NEWMAN 1 
1 Supreme Court No. 35568 
Petitioner-Appellant, 1 
VS. 
1 
1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
1 
1 
1 
Respondent, 
1 
1 
1 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the 
REPORTERS TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of 
Record in this cause as follows: 
Molly Huskey 
Appellate Public Defender 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this YL day of , 2008. 
Deputy Clerk \ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
